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United States Department ofthe Interior 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance 
1849 C Street, NW - MS 2462 - MIB 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

April 14, 2010 

In Reply Refer To: 
ER 101198 

250lNEPA Manager 
WFF Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure 
Protection Program 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center's Wallops Flight Facility 
Wallops Island, Virginia 23337 

Re: Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PElS) for the 
Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure 
Protection Program (SRIPP) 

Dear NEP A Manager: 

This letter is submitted in response to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's 
(NASA) Notice of Availability of Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
(DPEIS) for the Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure 
Protection Program (SRIPP), published in the Federal Register, February 26, 20 I O. This 
letter represents the comments of the Department ofInterior (Department) and its bureaus, 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), the National Park Service (NPS), and the U.S. 
Geological Survey (USGS). Our comments are provided under the authority of the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (P.L. 91-190,42 U.S.c. 4321-4347, 83 Stat. 852) as 
amended, the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 U.S.C. 661-667e, 48 Stat. 401) as 
amended, and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 (16 U.S.c. 703-712,40 Stat. 755) as 
amended. The NASA has also requested formal consultation under section 7 of the 
Endangered Species Act of 1973 (16 U.S.C. 1531-1544, 87 Stat. 884), as amended. The 
FWS will address section 7 consultation in separate correspondence, and endangered species 
comments provided herein are provided to the extent that they contribute to the evaluations 
under the other authorities mentioned. 

FWS COMMENTS 

We are concerned about the potential magnitude and duration of the effects to fish and 
wildlife resources and conservation lands, including cumulative effects that may result from 
this project. The long duration of the project, and the large amount and fi'equency of 
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potential impacts to fish and wildlife and their habitats are the primary reasons for our 
concern. In the context of the regional significance of the habitats around and adj acent to the 
project area, these effects may be significant. The benefits of this project, as expressed in the 
purpose and need do not appear to justify the effects that are likely to occur. The project, as 
proposed, is not being designed or implemented to prevent loss or damage of infrastructure, 
but to reduce the likelihood of damage or loss. Based on the design criteria cited, with the 
implementation of the proposed project, over its full lifetime, there remains nearly a 50 
percent chance that the impacts to infrastructure and mission that this project is intended to 
protect will occur anyway as a result of a storm that exceeds design criteria. 

Considering the significant cost and impact to the environment that may result, and the 
partial protection that will result, we recommend that NASA consider other alternatives, 
provide additional analysis of the effects of the evaluated alternatives, and seek to mitigate 
the potential effects to the maximum extent practicable. There are ample oppOltunities to 
incorporate mitigative activities into the proposed action such as timing implementation of 
project activities to avoid sensitive periods for fish and wildlife, working to improve habitat 
quality in conjunction with project features, and monitoring and adaptive management to 
specifically address environmental issues and minimize effects. 

Based on our review of the doclllnent, we recommend revision to include additional 
description of the proposed action and affected analysis and additional analysis of effects to 
better explain the action, the environmental context, and its effects. Specific comments are 
provided below: 

Description and Comparison of Alternatives 

While the DPEIS states that the actual renourishment cycle would be determined by the 
magnitude and fi'equency of storm events and would vary throughout the 50-year life of the 
proposed action, all subsequent discussion references only the assumed renourishment of 
616,000 m2 of sand every five years, and nine renourishment cycles. This description does 
not adequately represent the range of reasonably foreseeable outcomes or provide any way to 
assess whether this estimate ofrenourishment frequency and projected fill volumes is an 
average estimate, or what range of variation might be appropriate to expect. Based on our 
experience from similar types of projects, we believe it would not be llll1'easonable to expect 
this amollllt to vary by 25 percent or more over the life ofthe project, and expressing the 
appropriate expectation is critical to appropriately consider the environmental impacts of the 
project. 

Similarly, the proposed action indicates that topography and bathymetry monitoring would 
occur as part of the project. The description of monitoring proposed indicates the types of 
information that would result, but does not provide information about how monitoring results 
will be used to mal<e decisions about renourishment, to evaluate environmental impacts, or to 
evaluate the performance or efficacy of the proposed action. We fully expect that NASA has 
developed an lU1derstanding of the proposed use of monitoring information, and we 
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recommend providing it in detail within the EIS to further provide an expectation of the 
outcome and NASA's future decisions regarding implementation of the project. 
We recommend revising the alternatives discussed to be more consistent with the 
implementation and intent of a programmatic EIS. There appears to be unexplained 
discrepancy in the level of detail provided for individual project components. For example, 
beach fill and sand bon-ow/mining activities are very loosely defined, yet the analysis only 
discusses a limited amount and frequency of sand placement. In these cases, there is 
acknowledged unceliainty about the performance of the project, the enviromnental factor that 
will affect the project performance and implementation of future renourishment. However, 
this makes it very difficult to foresee what types of future actions, and the limits of these 
future actions, may be considered analyzed within this document. 

In contrast, the sand retention structures described in alternatives 2 and 3 are described in 
specific detail, including location, size, and material. In addition, several other 
configurations of these features were apparently considered and dismissed with only cursory 
mention in the EIS. As a result of this treatment, it appears that only the specific designs 
mentioned in this document could be considered analyzed. While we again understand the 
reason for this treatment, we do not think the combination of these different approaches lends 
to a full and programmatic consideration of the project and the alternatives. 

The north Wallops bon-ow site description does not appear to adequately express the intent or 
extent of the proposed activity in the area and use of this material. As delineated in the 
DPEIS, the area is identified as 150 acres. Constraints of vegetation and wildlife are 
identified as limiting the extent of the area, but these constraints are not identified. The 
proposed area appears to include all recent nesting habitat for the federally listed threatened 
piping plover, nesting areas for tlle loggerhead sea turtle (Caretta caretta) and most of the 
other existing high-quality beach habitat on Wallops Island. These factors do not appear to 
be considered constraints. We recognize the reasons why it may not be appropriate to 
delineate or limit an area where sand may be removed, but the extent of effects to tlle habitats 
should be described, even if only in a relative sense (e.g., is removal of the entire beach 
habitat in that generally area under consideration, or will some portion of the beach and 
beach vegetation be left unaffected). Thronghout the DPEIS, there are references to 
beneficial effects resnlting from introducing sand into the long shore transpOli system, but 
these benefits are not weighed against the losses of habitat that may result from use of 
northern Wallops as a borrow site. We recommend revision to address these points. 

Affected Environment and Enviromnental Consequences 

The section on the affected enviromnent does not adequately describe the enviromnent on 
site or the enviromnental context of the project area. The DPEIS fails to adequately describe 
the context of the adjacent conservation lands and their significance to regional and national 
fish and wildlife populations. In addition to the referenced National Wildlife Refuge 
ownership of adjacent lands, Wallops Island lies within a network of conservation lands that 
constitutes the longest expanse of coastal wilderness remaining on the eastern seaboard of the 
United States. This region has received several designations based on its ecological 
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significance, including its inclusion within the Barrier Island/Lagoon System Important Bird 
Area (lBA). lBAs are identified by the National Audubon Society for their significance to 
bird conservation. Audubon's website (http://www.audubon.org/bird/ibalvirginia/) describes 
this lBA in the following manner: 

"The Virginia BatTier Island Lagoon System includes the seaward mmgin of the 
lower Delmmva Peninsula from the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay to the Maryland
Virginia border. This location is the most important bird area in Virginia and one of 
the most important bird meas along the Atlantic Coast ofNOlih America. The area 
has been designated as a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, a Western Hemisphere 
Shorebird Reserve Site with international status, is the site of a National Science 
Foundation Long-Term Ecological Research site, and is the focus of a multi
organizational pattnership dedicated to bird conservation. The area includes the most 
pristine chain of barrier islands along the Atlantic Coast, mmitime forests, extensive 
salt marshes, inter-tidal mudflats, and open water." 

We believe that providing this type of context is necessary to adequately understand and 
consider the potential environmental effects of the project. 

The DPEIS indicates that the Assateague National Seashore does not extend into Virginia. 
While the Virginia portion of the island is owned by The National Wildlife Refuge system, 
the beach in this at·ea is still within the Assateague National Seashore. 

The migratory birds identified and considered in the DPEIS do not sufficiently address or 
represent the species that may occur in the mea or the potential effects on them. For 
exatnple, the discussion of marine birds fails to mention the sea ducks, mergansers, and 
similm species that me closely associated with the offshore shoals in the region, including 
those proposed as borrow meas. As we recommended in our previous letter on this proj ect, 
we encourage NASA to develop appropriate monitoring to allow assessment of the effects of 
dredging on these species. 

The DPEIS does not sufficiently describe the effects of the project on upland wildlife species 
and migratory birds in patticular. While the cumulative effects discussion does recognize 
that NASA mission-related disturbance may occur to birds occupying the beaches that are 
created, it does not describe or characterize the effects. While the proposed project is 
expected to result in a Imger atnount of beach habitat, the location of much of this habitat 
immediately adjacent to NASA facilities including launch pads, the existing UAV runway, 
and other infrastructure, reduces the value of this habitat, and may effectively result in the 
creation of an attractive nuisance by providing otherwise suitable habitat in an area where 
wildlife will be regularly (and potentially significantly) disturbed. In this context, it is not 
clear that the addition of this habitat is beneficial, except during those times when no NASA 
activities are under way. While a lmger atnount of beach may result, it is unclem whether 
this beach will provide suitable or equivalent beach habitat because the relatively frequent 
renourishment and associated activities may prevent development of normal beach 
communities (e.g., insect and plant species composition and abundance). 
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The cumulative effects section describes the impacts from onshore activities in the following 
manner: "The proposed SRIPP would create a beach where one currently does not exist and 
augment the existing beach at the northern and southern ends of Wallops Island." This 
description does not appear to address the potential use of the north Wallops borrow site. 
The potential removal of beach habitat from the northern end of Wallops Island for 
renourishing the southern beaches may further exacerbate the reduced habitat suitability of 
these beaches resulting from their proximity to disturbance because the nOJihern Wallops 
beaches that will be removed are generally persistent, extensive, and relatively isolated from 
the more disruptive activities that NASA conducts (e.g., rocket launches and UAV flights). 
The proposed action will result in significant degradation or complete removal of all existing 
beach habitat that is protected from disturbance to create an ephemeral beach proximate to 
numerous disturbances. We recognize that use of the northern borrow area would help to 
reduce impacts to offshore borrow areas, but as we expressed in our previous letter, we 
believe that a thorough discussion and evaluation of these tradeoffs and the different impacts 
to different species and resources is needed. 

We recommend providing a more detailed and comprehensive analysis of cumulative effects 
on all resources beyond stating that cumulative effects will occur. A cursory treatment of 
cumulative effects, particularly in light of the ecological significance of the region, does not 
provide a sufficient understanding of the type and magnitude of cumulative effects. 

NPS COMMENTS 

Potential Impacts on Assateague Island National Seashore 

Congress established Assateague Island National Seashore (AS IS) to preserve the natural and 
recreational resources of Assateague Island, including the oceanic and bayside beaches that 
are maintained by natural coastal processes, portions of the surrounding waters of the 
Atlantic Ocean and Chincoteague Bay, and the living resources that depend on these aquatic 
and terrestrial habitats. Those living resources include sea turtles, marine mammals, 
shorebirds, sea birds that feed on offshore shoals, and fishi that use both offshore shoals and 
Chincoteague Bay for different life stages. The coastal processes that shape the island are 
controlled by regional factors, including sediment supply and sediment transpOJi pathways, 
offshore and nearshore bathymetry, and wave direction, height, and energy. 

ASIS is concerned about the potential impacts that the Preferred Alternative may have on the 
wave climate, cross-shore sediment supply, and pelagic habitat value of ASIS. 

Potential Impacts to Wave Climate 

The Preferred Alternative plans to dredge two shoals that are located 7 and 11 miles offshore 
of ASIS. Recognizing that offshore shoals dissipate incoming wave energy, and thereby help 
to shelter shorelines from the erosive effects of large waves, ASIS is concerned that the 
proposed dredging will significantly reduce the volume, height, and associated sheltering 
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effect of the targeted shoals and will ultimately impact shoreline conditions on Assateague 
Island. 

We appreciate NASA's effort to model the potential impacts of shoal dredging on the wave 
climate and longshore transport off of Assateague Island, but we are concerned about the 
apparent discrepancy between the modeling resultsii (\l olume II of the Draft PElS) and the 
Executive Surumary of those modeling results (Table ES-l). Although the modeled Impact 
Factor is lower than a Minerals Management Service (MMS) threshold of 1.0, it is still 
higher than 0.75 along portions of the already vulnerable Assateague Island shoreline. The 
modeling report goes on to clarify that "it is not clear that a value for this factor of < 1 
equates to a negligible long term shoreline impact." The Executive Summary, in contrast, 
states that "dredging of the offshore shoals would result in [ ... J no impact to the Assateague 
Island shoreline." In consideration of the largely unknown consequences of dredging the 
shoals, and with the recognition that our regional sediment transport pathways are poorly 
understood, ASIS is concerned about the potential impacts ofthe project on the wave climate 
that shapes Assateague Island's shoreline. 

We recommend that the Preferred Alternative use site-specific dredging methods that protect 
existing geomorphologic integrity and wave sheltering propeIiies by following two new 
MMS 'd l' iii gill e mes : 

1. A void the crestsiv of the two targeted shoals to maximize the shoals' wave attenuation 
function; to maintain the shallowest water wave-action processes, which are likely 
important for long-term shoal maintenance; and to maintain coarse-grained lag 
deposits in-place since these may serve to ensme crest stability by increasing 

. . vvi reSIstance to wave eroslOn' . 

2. Avoid longitudinal dredging (i.e., dredging from the entire length of the shoal, along 
the longer axis), which affects wave focusing processes vii. 

We also recommend that the Preferred Alternative consider the possibility that future 
research may identify increased impacts to the Assateague Island shoreline, so subsequent 
dredging for beach renomishment may need to include mitigation of shoreline impacts on 
Assateague Island and consideration of alternative dredging locations. 

Potential Impacts to Cross-Shore Sediment Supply 

We are concerned that potential dredging impacts on cross-shore sediment transpOli 
pathways were not addressed in the Draft PElS, as we requested during the scoping process. 
We remain concerned that removal of such a large volume of either shoal may impact the 
regional sediment budget and sediment transport pathways, specifically the sediment 
transport from the shoal and nearshore areas to Assateague Island, to the detriment of the 
island's shoreline, topography, natural coastal processes, and ability to keep pace with sea 
I I · MI' I . d d I' d' viii ix,x xi xii xiii xiv xv xv; I . d' d h eve nse. u tIP e mappmg an mo e mg stu Ies ' " , , " lave m Icate t at 
cross-shore transport is an important sediment pathway linking offshore shoals, shelf, and 
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shorelines, on time scales ranging fi'om years to decades, far beyond the expected depths of 
I xviixviiixix W b I' h "1 I'nk . b h A c osure ' '. e e 1eve t at a SImI ar 1 age may eXIst etween sout ern ssateague 

Island and the offshore shoals proposed as dredging targets. Recognizing that cross-shore 
sediment transport budgets are poorly understood and quantified in the Chincoteague Inlet 
area, we recommend that the Preferred Alternative incorporate research efforts to clarify and 
quantify the cross-shore sediment h'ansport pathways and budgets through the collection and 
analysis of additional geophysical and hydrodynamic data offshore of Assateague Island. 
The lack of information on regional cross-shore dynamics also compels us to recommend 
that the Preferred Alternative consider dredging sediments that are farther offshore and that 
are unlikely to contribute to onshore sediment transport, either as a sediment source or as a 
conduit for that sediment. 

Because of our previously expressed concerns that the proposed dredging will reduce the 
sheltering effect ofthe shoals and increase erosion along the already vulnerable Assateague 
Island shoreline, we support NASA's decision to dredge no deeper than the shoal base or 
seafloor, because that method will confine dredging to the active pOltion of the seafloor, and 
will avoid the creation of pits which could alter physical process patternsxx

. 

We recommend that the Preferred Alternative use site-specific dredging methods that 
minimize impacts to sediment transport processes by following new Minerals Management 
Service guidelinesxxi that dredged sediment be taken from the extreme downdrift accreting 
side of each shoal or, secondarily, from the extreme updrift eroding side of each shoal, to 
minimize the risk of breaking the sediment transport pathways by interrupting sand recycling 
and transport patterns and processesxxii. In those non-crest areas, we support NASA's 
proposal to dredge a thin uniform layer of material from a large area, because tllis method is 
likely to cause the least disturbance to existing shoal topography and geomeh'y and, 
therefore, offers the least likelihood of substantial disturbance to the physical processes that 
.. h h I xxiii mamtamt es oas . 

Potential Impacts to Pelagic Habitat Value 

AS IS is concerned that the proposed dredging of shoal habitat will impact pelagic fish and 
birds that use both shoal areas and the oceanic and estuarine waters within the AS IS 
boundary. Offshore shoals are known to be populated with benthic communitiesxxiv that in 
turn support a complex food web for fish,xxV turtles, marine mammals, and pelagic seabirds. 
Studies offshore the Maryland and Virginia coastlines indicate that the majority of the 
species inhabiting the shoals and reference site habitats are seasonal residents, and suggest 
that pelagic fish are using habitats differently between day and night,XXVi such as moving 
between the shoal sides and the surrounding seafloor. 

We support NASA's decision to avoid Blackfish Bank, which is Imown as a rich shoal 
habitat, as a dredge target. Additionally, we recommend that the Preferred Alternative use 
site-specific dredgil1g methods that avoid the crests ofthe two taTgeted shoals to protect 
habitat valueXXVII,XXVllI for fmfish, which preferentially congregate around higher-relief shoals 
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for a variety of reasons including geomorphology, and for pelagic seabirds such as scoters, 
which congregate in waters less than 30 meters deep such as those above shoal crests. 

USGS COMMENTS 

Page 102: The text states that saltwater intlUsion is not a problem "because the salt water is 
not hydraulically connected to the groundwater aquifer". The PElS would benefit from a 
reference or data to support the contention that the system is not connected. 

Use of the Barlow (2003) reference that salt water intrusion is most often caused by pumping 
from coastal wells (not site specific) implies that a hydraulic cOlmection between salt and 
fresh water might exist. 

The Barlow (2003) reference is not included in the list of references. 

Barlow, P.M., 2003, Ground water in freshwater- saltwater environments of the Atlantic 
coast: U.S. Geological Survey Circular 1262. 

EDITORIAL COMMENTS 

We also provide the following reconnnendations for minor edits and clarifications: 

• The net sand transport direction shown in Figure 7 appears incorrect and inconsistent 
with discussion and photographs of groins and their function. 

• We reconnnend additional explanation of Figure 33. The identification of plover 
habitat areas should be explained in the context of the several recent plover nests 
shown outside of that area. 

• In Table 22, we recommend clarifying VDGIF' s j oint jurisdiction concerning 
federally listed species that they also identify as threatened or endangered. 

• We recommend adding to the account of listed invertebrates that the northeastern 
beach tiger beetle is not currently known to occur on Atlantic coastal beaches in 
Virginia. 

• We reconnnend removing mention of potentially planting vegetation on the 
beach/dunes from the discussion of mitigation nuless there is a connnitment to 
conduct the planting. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the DPEIS. If you have any 
questions concerning our comments, please contact Tylan Dean, Assistant Supervisor, FWS, 
Endangered Species and Conservation Plauning Assistance, at (804) 693-6694 (xI66) or at 
tylan dean@fws.gov; Joe Caniero, External Affairs Program Manager, NPS Environmental 
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Quality Division, at (303) 987-6999 or at joe carriero@nps.gov; Gary LeCain, USGS 
Coordinator for Environmental Document Reviews, at (303) 236-5050 (x229) or at 
gdlecain@usgs.gov or Shawn Alam, of my staff, Office of Environmental Policy and 
Compliance, at (202) 208-5465 or shawn alam@ios.doi.gov. We appreciate the opportnnity 
to provide these comments. 

Sincerely, 

f!J~ 
Willie Taylor 
Director, Office of Environmental 

Policy and Compliance 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION 11/ 

1650 Arch Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103-2029 

April 19,2010 

Joshua Bundick 
WFF NEPA Manager 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Wallops Flight Facility 
Wallops Island, VA 23337 

Re: Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (DPEIS), Wallops Flight Facility 
Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure Protection Project, Wallops Island, Virginia, 
February 2010 

Dear Mr. Bundick: 

In accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, Section 309 
of the Clean Air Act and the Council on Environmental Quality regulations implementing NEP A 
(40 CFR 1500-1509), the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the Draft 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (DPEIS) for the Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) 
Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure Protection Project (SRIPP). The proposed action 
involves the extension of the existing seawall and the placement of dredged sand on 3.7 miles of 
the Wallops Island Shoreline. Based on our review of the DPEIS, EPA has rated the 
environmental impacts of the preferred alternative as "EC" (Environmental Concerns) and the 
adequacy of the impact statement as "2" (Insufficient Information). The basis for this rating is 
contained in the remainder of this letter. A description of our rating system can be found at: 
www.epa.gov/compliance/nepa/comments/ratings.html. 

The purpose and need of the proposed action is to reduce the potential for damage to, or 
loss of, NASA, U.S. Navy, and Mid-Altantic Regional Spaceport (MARS) assets on Wallops 
Island from wave impacts associated with storm events. WFF located at Wallops Island is the 
only research range in the US that is controlled solely by NASA. Over fifty buildings are 
located on Wallops Island, including runways, sounding rocket launch pads and various support 
facilities. These assets are valued at over $1 billion. NASA plans to protect existing and 
possible future infrastructure located on the barrier island by augmenting the shoreline with 
additional sand from offshore shoals and extending the seawall over a 50 year project lifespan. 

The DEIS examines four alternatives for the SRIPP. They are: the No-Action 
Alternative, in which no beach fill would continue current conditions; Alternative One (the 
Preferred Alternative), which would extend the seawall up to 1,400m and place 3.199 million yd3 

of dredged sand over 3.7 miles of shoreline; Alternative Two, which would extend the seawall up 
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to 1,400m, place 2.916 million yd3 of dredged sand over 3.7 miles of shoreline, and the construct 
a terminal groin; and Alternative Three, which would extend the seawall up to 1,400m, place 
2.839 million cy3 of dredged sand over 3.7miles of shoreline, and construct an offshore 
breakwater. Alternative One has been selected as the preferred alternative. We have rated 
Alternative One, the Preferred Alternative, as "EC-2" (Environmental Concerns, Insufficient 
Information). Alternatives other than the preferred are not rated by the EPA, but would likely to 
be considered to have higher potential environmental impact to adjoining barrier islands. 
Additional details on adverse impacts to aquatic resources, cultural resources, threatened and 
endangered species are needed to determine the full scale of potential impact. 

The immediate actions in the preferred alternative lack the construction of hard 
structures; however, future replenishment cycles may include hard structures such as ones 
discussed in alternatives two and three. Since specific detail on future actions were not fully 
addressed in the DPEIS, specific information on the possible adverse impacts is unavailable. 
EPA is concerned about the unknown effects of future renourishment cycles. Future NEP A 
documentation for additional phases of the SRIPP may likely warrant the preparation of 
Environmental Impact Statements. EPA encourages NASA to continue to receive input from 
interagency teams and continue public involvement in the NEP A process. EPA looks forward to 
work with NASA as the life of the SRIPP continues. 

EP A is concerned that sand borrow and placement operations will have adverse affects on 
the shoal and beach habitats, wildlife, and other environmental resources. Additional 
information is also needed to clarify monitoring and mitigation plans. EPA believes the DPEIS 
does not adequately provide analysis of secondary and cumulative effects of past, current and 
foreseeable future activities on the barrier island habitat and resources. Comments specific to the 
DPEIS can be found in an attachment to this letter. EPA cannot adequately assess the effects of 
the proposed undertaking on cultural resources since the location(s) of the pump-out station(s) 
has not been identified by WFF; detailed comments are included in the attachment. A review of 
Environmental Justice (EJ) portion of the document was completed by EPA's Regional 
Environmental Justice Coordinator, and comments provided in the enclosed attachment 

Please consider the issues, questions and comments included in this letter and attachment. 
We would appreciate the opportunity to discuss the comments at your convenience. Thank you 
for allowing EPA with the opportunity to review and comment on the DPEIS. If you have 
questions regarding these comments, the contact for this project is Ms. Barbara Rudnick, NEP A 
Team Leader, at (215) 814-3322 or rudnick.barbara@epa.gov. 

Sincerely, 

Attachment 
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Detailed Comments 

Purpose and Need & Alternatives 

• The relocation of at risk infrastructure was not carried forward for detailed analysis. Explain 
why a relocation of pad and support facilities would need to maintain the same general size 
and layout of the current facilities. Are other configurations possible that may allow some or 
the entire infrastructure to be relocated? Has the acquisition of additional property been 
investigated to add to the NASA controlled buffer, which may enable additional Wallops 
Island infrastructure to be move onto the Mainland or Main Base? 

• If facilities are not going to be relocated further on inland, EPA would recommend that 
further investment into future infrastructure on Wallops Island be avoided. The barrier island 
is a dynamic and unstable system that is very vulnerable to sea-level rise and intense storms. 
It may be prudent to consider this dynamic nature when looking at future development 
projects. 

• Clarify what level of storm protection has been determined and why this specific level is 
necessary. 

• All of the alternatives presented in the DPEIS include the extension of the existing seawall by 
1400 meters, yet no discussion for why this extension is needed was included. Please explain 
why the seawall needs to be extended beyond its existing length and what infrastructure it is 
intending to protect, include existing and future projects. Clarify what is meant by 'critical 
infrastructure. ' 

• Please provide more information on rationale for eliminating options during secondary 
screening, particularly the use of reduced beach fill. Clarify why this alternative was 
eliminated, the level of storm protection it would provide and how that relates to the purpose 
and need of the project. 

• Page 64 states that if year two or three funding is pulled "the completed portions of the 
project would be viable projects themselves and wouldn't have negative shoreline 
consequences." If seawall only and seawall and partial beach fill are considered to be viable, 
they should both be considered as alternatives for the proposed action. Additionally, funding 
for the replenishment cycles should be discussed, as well as possibilities for funding not 
being secured for future cycles. 

• Shoal B was eliminated from consideration for use during the initial beach fill for cost 
purposes. The environmental effects of sand borrow operations on both shoals should be 
evaluated prior to eliminating this option. It is not clear which shoal would be 
environmentally preferable for use in this project. The use of shoal A would require a greater 
percentage of total volume and total surface area, compared to shoal B. What analysis has 
been conducted to determine the ability of shoals to rebound after dredging? 
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Environmental Impacts 

Wildlife, Endangered Sp :cies and Cumulative Effects 

• EPA is concerned abolit the potential use of North Wallops Island as a potential borrow area 
for future nourishment ~ycles. This area is known piping plover habitat, a federally listed 
endangered species. Recirculation activities may have an adverse effect on plover habitat and 
actions should be consulted with FWS. Page 203 of the document states that "short-term 
adverse impacts to shoreline in the period of a few months to years after excavation 
activities" would occur. Include a discussion of North Wallops recovery time, the 
relationship to plover habitat. Additional information on monitoring is needed. 

• Of further concern is the possibility of expanding plover habitat resulting from initial beach 
fill. Future nourishment activities may result in the disruption of newly created plover 
habitat. The proposed activity may also result in the development of SA V beds in the project 
area. These resources should be monitored for and protected. 

• Page 255 says that a NMFS-approved observer will be present on board the dredging vessel 
during certain times of year. The role of the observer on the vessel needs further 
clarification. 

• For adverse affects on;wildlife and endangered species, a detailed monitoring and mitigation 
plan is needed. EPA encourages NASA to coordinate with FWS to develop and approve this 
plan. Additional coon:lination with FWS and NMFS for potential impacts to birds, threatened 
and endangered species, and essential fish habitat. Impacts to state listed species should be 
coordinated with appropriate state agencies. 

• It is suggested that a secondary and cumulative effects analysis begin with defining the 
geographic and temporal limits of the study; this is generally broader than the study area of 
the project. Geographio boundaries are typically shown on a map; and a historic baseline is 
often set at a major event changing the local environment. In the case ofWFF, this could be 
the start of the facility in the 1940' s. Analysis ofthe trend of the value and quantity of the 
resources of interest should be developed and considered as part of cumulative impacts. 

• The secondary and cumulative effects analysis should provide the documentation of 
consultation and coordination with agencies holding expertise. For instance, consultation on 
marine bathymetry and sand shoal resources should be added to support conclusions. 
Conclusion on assessment of impacts to turtles should not be presented until consultation 
with National Marine Fisheries and Fish and Wildlife Service has been finalized. 

• The DPEIS does not provide a complete evaluation of activities that are expected to occur 
within the project timeframe, most notably the proposed cycling of sand. It would benefit the 
document to evaluate sand replenishment projects (including other replenishment projects, 
structures, etc.) on the barrier island complex as a whole. A discussion of potential impacts 
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of the follow-up actions to the preferred alternative would be appropriate in the cumulative 
impacts analysis. The conclusion that WFF projects may contribute, but would not be 
significant impact to endangered species has not supported; for instance, appropriate studies 
recommended by Fish and Wildlife Service for bird and bat impacts from the proposed 
turbines has not been completed. 

Offshore Shoals 

• The proposed dredge removal method involves contour and plane dredging. What other 
methods were considered and which method will allow the greatest recovery of the shoal? 
What is the expected recovery time for shoal A based on the proposed borrow operations? 
Include recommendations made by resource agencies with this expertise. 

• Provide a map showing proposed mined areas. Proposed borrow areas within the shoals 
should be delineated. 

• If a sand management plan has been prepared for the proposed action, please include it in the 
Final PElS. EPA recommends that a sand management plan be prepared if it has not been 
done already. What are the monitoring efforts for shoals? How will erosional hotspots be 
identified? 

• Clearly present the sand grain sizes that exist at Wallops, and how this compares to grain 
sizes found in both shoals A & B. What grain size has been determined to be ideal for this 
beach nourishment project? 

Other 

• A 25% loss rate of material during sand dredge and placement operations is predicted for this 
project, which results in 2-3 million yd3 of additional fill generated over the lifetime of the 
project. Please provide information supporting the use of this loss rate and what measures 
will be taken to reduce amounts of sand lost. Discuss any possible impacts that could result 
from these losses. 

• Please discuss facility adaptation and the air emissions of the proposed action with respect to 
WFF as a whole, such as is directed by CEQ draft NEPA guidance (2010) on Considerations 
of the Effects of Climate Change and Greenhouse Gas Emissions. 

• Existing underwater noise conditions have not been evaluated. Noise monitoring was last 
conducted in 1992. However, since that time conditions on the island have changed and 
operations have expanded. EPA recommends updating the 1992 study of baseline noise 
conditions at WFF. 

• The DPEIS showed possible locations for MEC on WFF. Have potential shoal borrow areas 
been examined for possible MECs? Are any other hazardous materials beyond MECs found 
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in the project area or on Wallops Island? Please identify any active or past hazardous sites, 
CERLA or RCRA, that are known at WFF. An analysis should be conducted to determine if 
any of these areas have an adverse environmental effect with respect to the proposed action, 
as well as an MEC avoidance plan. Figure 29 presents MEC locations at WFF, which appear 
to cover a significant portion of the study area. Please explain how it is that MECs are not 
anticipated to be encountered. 

• It is not clear how the proposed groin and breakwater structures will impact sand transport 
and effect neighboring barrier islands. What analysis has been conducted to determine these 
effects? 

Cultural Resources 

• Page 177 states, "In a letter dated December 4,2003, the Virginia Department of Historic 
Resources (VDHR) concurred with the recommendations of the CRA and VDHR accepted 
the predictive model for archaeology at WFF, noting that many of the areas with moderate to 
high archaeological potential are unlikely to be disturbed by future construction or site use." 
A copy of the letter dated December 4,2003 from VDHR should be included in the 
Appendix. It would also be beneficial to include the Cultural Resources Assessment for 
Wallops Flight Facility in the Appendix of the FEIS to understand VDHR determination 
concluding that future construction or site use would not disturb potential archaeological 
areas without knowing- the type of project work that could result in the future. 

• Page 177 states, "In anticipation of the need for shoreline restoration measures, NASA 
conducted a pedestrian survey of6.2 km (3.85 mi) ofbeach!coastline on Wallops Island on 
September 18, 2006 (Appendix C)." Please note that the pedestrian survey referenced is not 
included in Appendix C. 

• Page 183, "Since the 2004 report, no additional identification and evaluation of above-ground 
historic properties has been conducted at WFF." Considering the magnitude of the proposed 
project and other projects planned for WFF, it would be prudent to update the survey during 
the planning and environmental analysis phase of the proposed action to consider and 
evaluate all resources that may have the potential to be impacted. Since the location(s) of the 
pump-out station(s) has not been identified by WFF, this information would be useful in 
avoiding sites that may affect a resource. 

• Page 185 states, "The archaeological predictive model presented in the CRA identified the 
potential to encounter pre-historic and historic sites on WFF (which was approved by VDHR 
in a letter dated December 3, 2003), including the Atlantic coast shoreline and near shore 
waters." A copy of the letter from VDHR should be provided in the Appendix. Also, it is 
assumed that the letter referenced on page 177 and on page 185 from VDHR is one in the 
same; however, the date quoted is not the same (December 3 versus December 4). Please 
correct this discrepancy. Again, it would be helpful to include the Cultural Resources 
Assessmentfor Wallops Flight Facility in the Appendix of the FEIS. 
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• Page 269 states, "Underwater actions, which include dredging within Unnamed Shoal A or 
Unnamed Shoal B, pump-out operations in the nearshore environment east of Wallops Island, 
and the construction of a groin or breakwater, would only affect archaeological resources." 
Please give more detail as to the archaeological resources that would be impacted. "The 
location(s) of the pump-out station(s) has not been identified by WFF." Please indicate the 
possible number of pump-out stations that may be needed and identify potential locations for 
the pump-out stations. "Additional Section 1 06 consultation would be required for the 
area(s) around the pump-out station(s) once the location(s) has been identified." It is 
recommended that the VDHR be consulted early and throughout the planning effort of 
determining pump-out station locations. 

Environmental Justice Comments 

• The EJ assessment should assure the protection and appropriate level of consideration for the 
potential adverse impacts that may have an effect on minority and low income populations 
living in the area near the site. The document should identify where such populations are 
located, and what potential impacts may occur. 

• A definition of a minority community can be found on page 186 of the DPEIS. An exact 
definition of what constitutes a minority has not been released by EPA or the EJ 
Coordinators, this definition is inaccurate. We recommend, along with the removal of this 
statement, that minority and low income popUlations be compared to state and local 
demographics, defining minority and low income popUlations in relation to the state, county 
or local averages. More comprehensive demographic information regarding the minority and 
low-income populations of each community should be supplied along with maps highlighting 
the localization of those communities in relation to the site and any and all work that will be 
conducted. 

• Please describe the efforts to ensure the protection of minority and low-income populations. 
Describe which communities were identified as potential EJ concern and how these 
populations are being involved through outreach in the decision making process. 

• Residential displacements are not the only concern that should have been taken into 
consideration for potential EJ issues. Describe what other types of impacts were considered 
and include them in the DEIS. Potential concerns that were not included may be noise, air 
and water quality issues, changes in employment opportunities, and subsistence fishing 
impacts . 
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Please note that the April 19, 2010 correspondence from the National Marine Fisheries Service 
regarding Essential Fish Habitat is provided in Appendix K. 
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From:   Cole, Robert H NAO [Robert.H.Cole@usace.army.mil]
Sent:   Monday, April 05, 2010 3:39 PM
To:     Bundick, Joshua A. (WFF-2500); Silbert, Shari A. (WFF-200.C)[EG&G, 
Inc. (WICC)]
Cc:     Cotnoir, Audrey L NAO
Subject:        NASA DEIS and EAs

Josh/Shari,

I have reviewed the DEIS for the SRIPP and the Alternative Energy EA.  The cumulative impacts section 
lacks sufficient information and detail.  Cumulative Impacts assessments should begin when NASA 
began using Wallops Island and needs to include, not only NASA’s impacts, but Navy and any other 
tenant that has done work on the island, such as the Napalm testing that was accomplished on the 
Island.

Barrier Islands are dynamic and migrate naturally.  Because of the cumulative impacts on Wallops Island 
a shoreline hardening project is now required to protect the resources that are now located on the Island.  
The impacts associated with the construction and uses of those resources need to be addressed in the 
cumulative impacts section of the EA.  For example: the Draft EIS does not include the cumulative 
impacts of conversion of land use by construction of buildings and pavement resulting in an increase in 
impervious area and mitigation for increased stormwater runoff resulting from the conversion. The Navy 
has constructed a few large buildings on the Island for training.  Those structures have created a 
significant amount of impervious land, and restricted the use of a large portion of the ocean.  However 
these impacts are detailed in cumulative impacts section of the Draft EIS.  According to a NASA 
representative, these impacts have resulted in the proposal to place wind turbines in a less than optimal 
location (tide marsh with decreased wind resources). 

I am not familiar with all of the past activities; however the Cumulative Impacts section must address all 
impacts, past, present, and for the foreseeable future.  Future expansion is being planned that is not 
addressed by the EIS.  For Example: NASA is proposing to install an electrical loop on the southern end 
of the island to facilitate future development.  The proposed shoreline stabilization project will protect 
this area; therefore the proposed expansion must somehow be addressed by the Cumulative Impacts 
portion of the EIS.

In conclusion, the Draft EIS needs to address cumulative impacts in more detail to pass 404(b) 
requirements. 

Robert Cole
Environmental Scientist
Norfolk District Corps of Engineers
Eastern Shore Field Office
22545 Center Parkway
Accomac, VA 23301-1330
757-787-7567



Comments Received from State Agencies 











Please note that the April 14, 2010 correspondence from the Virginia Department of 
Environmental Quality regarding consistency with the Virginia Coastal Zone Management 
Program is provided in Appendix I. 



COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA 
Dougla, W. Domonech 

S""mmy ofNa ,uralll.e.lOulus 

Mf. Joshua A. Bundick 

lkpur/fl/I'''/ uf "IlI"e (wd I nlund Fisheries 

Apri l 19,2010 

Wallop" Fligh t Facility "IEPA Program Manager 
c/o National Aeronautics and Space Admin;s[rmion 
Goddard Space f light Cenl~r 
Wallops Flight Facil ity 
Wallops Island. Virgin ia 23337 

Robert w. Duncan 
F.-"eCUlh'~ f)ir~('1or 

RE: Draft PElS - NASA Wallop" 
Fl ight Faci lity SRlPP 
ESSLog # 23888 

Dcar Mr. Bundick: 

We have reviewed Ihe Draft Programmatic Env ironmental Impact Statement (draft PElS) for the 
Wallop ~ Fhghl Facility (WfF) Shoreline Restorution and Infrastructure Protection Program 
(SRIPP) thm proposes three alternative projects to rc <aorc lil e shoreline along Wa ll ops Island for 
Ihe pUIpoSC of secu ri ng the flight facility 's inf r~structure. Dun ng :;coping for the PElS, we 
provided 01.11' comments and recommendations to NASA vi~ the letter which has been enclosed 
for your reference. The Virginj~ Dep~nment of Oame and Inland Fisheries (VDOIF). ~s the 
Commonw~alth's wildli fe and fre shwater fish management agency. exercises f"lIlaw 
enforcement and regulatory jurisdict i on over those r~,ources , i nclu<;i V~ of State or Peder~ l ly 

Endangered or Threatened >pecies, but eXCluding lis ted insects. \,., e are a consulting agency 
under the U. S. f ish and Wild life Coordi nati o~ Act (4 8 Stal. 401. us amended: 16 U.S.c. 661 ct 
seq.). and we provide environmenta l analysis of projects or pemli t appl ications coordi nated 
lhrough the Virginia Depmtment of Environmental Qua lity. the Virginia Marine Resources 
Commission, the Virgin ia DepJrtment of Tran>p0rtation, the V. S. Army Corps of EngineerlS, 
and other state or federal ~genci~s. Our role in the~e pnxedures i, to determine likely i mp~CIS 

upon fish ~nd wildlife re>;()urc~s ~nd hahitats . and 10 recommend appropriate mea.sures (0 ~vllid , 

reduce. or compensate for thosc lmpac ts. 

Shoreline stabilization efforts have been ongoing at Wallops Island since thc 1940's and yet the 
is land continues to experience shoreline reu'eat ; thus pl~cing the incrcasing number of cxpcnsi ve 
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assets on the beuch at risk. Oertel el ai , (2008) refers to the area between the southern end of 
Assateague IsI~nd to the north ti p of Parramore Island as the Chincoteague Bight and proposes 
that the e~ Ireme I y rapid retreat of the barrier islands within th is major offset along the barrier 
island chain is due 10 nalliral processes driven by topographic features that existed during 
previous ice ag~ " Moreover, the "Stonn Damage Reduction Project Design" study (Appendix 
A) suggests the growing cape of Fishing Point , located at the southem cnd of Assatcaguc I~lan d , 

is capturi~g sa~d th«l would othcrwlSe be available to the neighboring is lands to the south; a 
further indicmion that much of W «Ilops h i and wi II continue to retreat . therehy necessitating 
continual and costly efforts to slow natural movement of the island over th~ long te lm. In lighl 
of th i s informat ion, we caution that the shoreline along Wallops Island is Ii kel Y to continue to 

shi ft under natural condi tions and that attcmpts to delay or altcr these natural 11 uctuations in 
shorel ine may be fll tile over the long term. 

Currently, management of Virginia"; barrier island chain is minimal and ba,kally allows nature 
to take its course , This management wh~m~ has pro\'en . over time. to bendit the fish ~nd 
wildlife thm in h~bit these ~rea:;. All of lhe ~Itern~ti v~s presenl~d in the draft PETS di reCl ly 
counter th is management scheme. Based on this and the scope and location of the activi ties 
proposed to s!abilize the shoreline at WFF, we cannot fu ll y suppo!t any of {he alternatives 
presented in the dr~ft PETS as they are all likely to result in adverse impads upon wildlife under 
our jurisdiction and/or impact the resources upon which they depend (as described in the 
attached letter). Of tile altcrnatives presented in the draft PElS . however, VDGIF agrees with the 
decis ion \0 de,ignate Alt~mative 1 «s the Prefen-ed Alternative since it no longer includes 
installation of a pcnneable groin, which would reduce the southerly longshore transpon of sand 
thereby adversely affecting the i,lands sOllth of Wallops. We continue, though, to have concerns 
about scveral aspects of thc activitics proposed in the PrefcnlOd Alte rnative. We offer thc 
following comments and recommendations ahoUlthe three altcm atives presented in (he draft 
PELS. 

Alternat ive 1 (Preferred Alternatiw): Full Beach Fill , Seawall Extension 
Alternativ~ I, the Pre ferred Alternative, proposes w, du ri ng the in itial construction phase, extend 
Wallops Island\ ex is(ing rock >t'awall <I maximum of 1,400 meters sO llth of its current ly existing 
SOllthernmost poin t W~ <Ire concern~d that ~ x ten sion and inc re Jse in height of the existing 
seawall will prevent natllral island ovcrwash processes from occurring over a large area of the 
is land. As mentioned in the draft PElS (chapter 4, pagc 195, third paragraph). this would likely 
result in a greater loss of surface area on the landward side of the seawall and enhance is land 
narrowing with the rise of sea leveL Over the long term (i,e., beyond the 50-year life span of thc 
project), a redll<:tion in l~nd mass m~y seriously ~ffe<:t the island's natural func tion as the firs! 
line of protection agains t stonn surge and other we,lther-related events for thc marshcs and 
mainland that lie west of the island, Moreover. it will reducc the island's value to heach and 
mursh-dependent wildlife through loss of beach seaward of the seawall if renourishment efforts 
are not be able to keep up with hea~h fill erosion rdtes, and the loss of marshes behind the i~land 
should significant island narrowing occur. Lastly. the resuils from the models presented in 
Appendix A of the draft PElS suggest that seawall extension wi ll have Jess of an impact on 
Assawoman Island's shoreline over the long term than tbe current ehange~ in ,horeline incurred 
by yearl y variation in wave cl imate and stmms, The draft PElS goes on to say that any n e g~ti ve 
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impacts from the seawall would he mitigated following beach fill placement , implying that 
without renoumishmenl negative impacts are possible. We recommend further explanation of 
possible adverse impuds resu lting from any of the proposed activities and how such impacts may 
be mitigated. 

Because of Ihe~e and other potential impacts this project may have on wildlife resources beyond 
the project area, we re'luested that the PElS present a threshold at which WI'" consider; 
the environmenta l cost of the project \0 oulweigh Ihe benefils to its mission and goals as 
detailed in the attached letter. We recommend \hallhe cosllbenefit analysis nOI only e:\amine 
monetary costs, but also take into account coStS to fish and wi ldlife resources, physical integrity 
of the barrier island chain , and other stakeholder mtcrests. We also reques ted that the PElS 
include a discussion 011 the availHbility of funding for continllous beach reno l1rishment ,ince it is 
heing presented as n key element to the project's success, We do not bel ieve lhal eitiler requesl 
was adequately addressed, making it far more difficu lt to assess the project 's risk 10 the bro:lder 
environment over the lifetime of the project 

The project's predicted success is the main theme presented throughout the draft PElS. What it 
does not include is a plan of action shol1ld SRIPP fail within the project's lifetime (i.e. , it docs 
not adequalely prole<:l the physical asseu on Ihe beach and/or it sign ificantly interrupts the 
natural geologic processes on the islands 10 the sOllth of the project urea) . According to the draft 
PElS, the project's success is highly dependent on regular beach renourishment, which is 
expensive and its requ ired fre'luen<:y unpre dictable. The PElS did not e:\p lai l1 what actions 
would be taken should futufC funding for renourishment activities be significantl y reduc~d or 
wi thdrawn and/or should the availability of beach compatible sand from offshore sources 
become depleted. Without adequate renourishment, tile seawall would serve as the last line of 
defense against storms; a strategy that has been recentl y tti ed and fai led on Wallops Is land. We 
recommend that a contingency plan that details the steps to be taken if the proposed project fail s 
be developed and provided to us for review so that we may better understand the long term 
environmental impacts of the propo>ed project. 

The Preferred Alternative also proposes pludng ><lnd dredged from offshore federal waters Hlong 
a 6-kilometer stretch of shore line 460 meters north of the Wa llops-Ass<lwoman Isl:md property 
boundar~ . Sand for in itial jill will be dredged from Unnam~d Shoal A, a portion of the 
renouri shment fill \'olumes would be excavated from the north Wallops Is land borrow ~ite , and 
the remaining portion would be dredged from either Unnamed Shoal A Or Unnamed Shoal B 
We are strongly opposed to using the north end of Wallops Island as a borrow site for beach fill 
dl1ring renouti shment cycles. In 20m, f Ol1r pair,; of fetkrall y-lhreatened Piping Plovers nested in 
the area proposed for sand e:\eavation Colledively they fledged 10 young, which resul ted in the 
highest reported fle dge rate in Virginia las\ year, clearly indicat ing this pol1ion of the Island 
provides sui table habi tal for the specie ,;. 

The total potential area for sand excavation at the north end of Wal lops Island encompasses 150 
ucres and the proposed excavation depth is I meter. The dra ft PElS stutes that the area proposed 
for exc~v~ti on was developed in consideration ot "wildlife habitat constraint'", bl1t thi s is not 
further e:\plained, We recommend a detailed explanation of what wildhfe habi tats at lh is end of 
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the island are being avoided during excavation. While only a portion of the proposed area wil l 
be excavated during cach renoUl1shmcnt cycle. this will likcly resu lt In direct loss of an 
apprec iable amount 01 ncsti ng habitat for Piping Plovers, state-threatened Wilson', Plovers, ~nd 
othcr avian beach nesti ng species, many of which have been identi ficd as Species of Greatest 
Conscfvatioll Need (SGCN) in Virginia's Wi ldlife AClion Plan (VDGTF 200 _~)_ Sand exc~vation 
activilies also result in loss of nesting habitat for Diamondback Tcrrapins, a Tier IT SGCN, as 
wel! as for federally-threatened Loggemelld Sea Turtles (it should be notcd that the N()rthwest 
Atlam;c Loggcrhead population, whose range includes Virginia, is eurremly being propo:;ed as 
~n end~ngered Di~tinct Popl.llation Segment (FR 2010)), Al though this loss may not be 
permanent a~ indicated by the north end's current accrelion rates, the excavated ureus will li kely 
remain unsuitab le for beach nesti ng species unti I they bl.li ld b~ck I.lp to their original elevations. 
The dr .. ft PElS predict~ the recovery periou m~y runge from ~ few months to a few years 
fo ilowing ~ x ~av~tion activities (page 203, last p~ragrJph) _ It appears the draft PElS did not 
consider the possibility that excavated sites may not have (he opportunity to flllly recover 
because the I meter reduction in elevation will allow ~ greuter volume of water to come ashorc, 
which may hinder sand deposition through frequentllooding ~nu scouring of artificially created 
low ~reas on the be~ch. Even if e.\cav~t ed arellS on the north end are able to recover wlthin 
, ever .. 1 ye~r;;, it is pos,i ble thut adequate recovery time will not be providcd if renouri shment 
occurs every two - three years rather lhan every five ye~rs ~s currently predicted. We 
recommend consider~ti on or the ~dlWI recovery time and analysis of the sustainahil ity of 
beache8 at the north end of W~llops ts land. 

The dr~ft PElS does not include any measurement of the density, abl.lnctallce or species 
composition of benthic invertebrates in the proposcd sand excavation ~re,,_ The uraft PElS also 
does no\ "ddreS8 the potenti~ I effects SJlld removal to a depth of I mctcr will have on the benthic 
commlmity anu the species that forage on these organisms, such us Piping Plovers, Red Knots , a 
candidate species for fcderal listing (in recent ye~rs, up to 25% of the Vi rginia's weckly Red 
Knot popula\jon oc~l.lrred on W~llops Island during spring migration:W au~ and Trl.li tt, unpub!. 
data), ~nu other migr~n\ and breeui ~ g shorebirds . lll CSC omissions in analysi~ of environmental 
con~equenees repres~n\" serious oversight and a discussion of such analy'>is should be included 
in future iterati on ~ of the docl.lment. The draft PElS does bl1el1y discnss biological impacts to 
the benthic community from bt.a~h fi ll deposition (chapter 4, page 242 _ 243), which may la,t as 
long as eigln months or morc (Bishop e/ al. 2006). We helieve the combination of sand 
eX L~vation on the north end and beach renouri shmcnt activities to the south m"y substantially 
re uuce the henlhi ~ invettebrJte prey base at Wallops Island for prolonged periods of time, 
uiminishing the quality of the isl and's shorebird foraging (~nd breeuing) habitat 

The urarl PElS report> th~l the sand on the nOlth end of Wallops Is land is not an opli m~1 gr~in 
size for use~, be~ch fi ll , but that it offers potemial rcnourishment material without the 
mohil ization "nu oper .. tiona l costs assoc iated with offshore dredging (chapler 2, page 48, first 
paragraph). We "re ~()ncerned th~t the Preferred Altemative sacri fices impon~nt and unique 
wildhfe habitat in the ()n ly sedion of undeve loped beaeh on Wallops Island, to acql.lire fill 
material at the lowest cost :vloreover, this counters the mi tigation measure developeu for sand 
pla~~menl activities (chapter 5, page 300), which states that beach nourishmcnt will be done ,0 
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thal the beach is restored to ~ comparable sediment type (a similar perce~t~ge of :;and, sill and 
clay), grain sizc and color as the ~ x i sti ng beach mmelial. 

The proposed mitigation measuTCS for sand removal on the north ~ml of Wallops Island hSICd in 
Table 11 (Ch~pLer 2, page 73-74) stale that a qual ified biologi,t would closely monitorthe arca 
during excavation activilies to ensure that impact, to any listed species and their nests would be 
avoided or minimized, thereby implying the work would be conducted during the nesting se~son . 

However, in Chapter 5, page 302, Section 5.1.5.2. it ~t<lleS that \\lork in the proposed 
north W~llops Tsl~nd borrow site area would be limited to the non-nesting sea~on for the Piping 
Plover (September-March). This contradiction in the dr~ft PETS needs to be addressed. \Ve 
wanl to reiterate thm 'loT are opposed to using the north end of Wallops Tsland as a borrow si te. 
How~veT. if it i" uscd for thi, purpose. "'e recommend lh~t ~Il excavation and related acti vities 
on the beaeh at the nOlth end occur OUl,ide of the nesting SeasOn for Piping Plover and sea 
turtles . Therefore, we recommend \h~t ~11 work at the site occur from November - March of any 
ycar. 

In Hddition, we nOte that a State Threatencd bald cagle nest has been documented on the north 
end of W<l liops Is land. To ensure protection of this species from hann during excavation 
activities, we recommend that no large machinery be opermed wilh in 660 feet of the b~ld e~g le 

nest from December 15 through July 15 of any year. We note thm eagles hHve high nest site 
fide lity and will typically return to the same nest each year to raise young. However, eagle pairs 
may also build alternate nest sites wilh in thei r terri tory for use. We recommend thal prior to 
each exc~v~lion cycle, the north end of Wallops be surveyed to determine if any new nests arc 
built wi thin 660 feet of the excavation area and thm the ,arne excavation time of year restriction 
be applied to any new OT alternate aetive nest sites. 

Based on infornlat ion included in the draft PElS , it appear, that ao effort was made to measure 
the density. abundance and species compo,i tion of infaunal organisms at the two offshore 
borrow sites duri ng lh~ benthic h~hi lat survey (Appendix B). Instead, the final report for the 
hoenlb ic survey cites two studies conducted offshore of northern Maryland Jild southern Delaware 
(CutleT and Diaz 21J{() and Diaz tl al. 2004) which found tbm infaunal communities were 
dominated by annelid worms. followed by mollusks <lnd crustace~ns , ~nd that mollusks 
account~d for over 85 percen t of the biom~ss_ V~ri()U' speci~s of s~aduch inc luding white
winged seoter<>, surf seoters, black scotcr<> and long-tailed ducks forage primarily on mol lusks 
~nd cru,t~ce~ns on m~rine wintering grounds (Bellrose 1978) In water deplhs ranging fTOm 1 -
60 meters (SD1V 2010). Sea ducks occur in high den~i ties wi tbin 12 n~utical miles off of 
Virginia's coasthne in areas with sandy shoals during tbe winter (forsell2003). Therefore, it is 
possible that the two unnamed shoals A and B. propo,ed for sand mining. arc utilized by these 
birds as forging sitcs. 

The draft PElS acknowledges that repeated dredging activi ti e~ at i nte rv~1s of th ree ye~rs or less 
may not allow sufficient time for benthic commun i tie,~ to reeOveT between dredging cycb;_ 
Studie , e,' <lmining the effects of sand mining on lllfaun al communities found that levels of 
abundance and diversity may recover wi thin I 10 3 year" but recovery of species composition 
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may take longer (Bymes el al. 2{)04). While lile drafl PElS mentions lilm reductions ,n benthic 
fau na could n e galiv~ l y affecllhe fish thai forage on Ihese organ isms, no consideration was given 
to pOlentiuJ impacts on ,ea ducks \hal could result from reductions in the abundance and species 
composilion of inbullal organism,. We strongly recommend lhat before commencement of any 
dredging activities, a minimum of th ree aerial off,hore tmnsect survey> be conducted over the 
course of at least one winter season (one in earl y Kovember, one in mid-December, and one in 
lale January) along the ~ nli re barrier is land chain and OUI to 15 nau lical mik, 10 eSlablish relati ve 
usc of the two llnnamed shoals by sea ducks. This informal ion wil l facilitate assessment of Ihe 
impact dredging Jcti vities will have on these avi ~n spedes. Please note that based on recent 
consultation wilh our waterfowl experL~, the recommended timing of the survey, h"" been 
changed since we submitted commenlS to the Virginia Depanment of Environmental Quality 's 
Office of Envimnmcnlal Impaci Review. 

,\ ltcrnathc 2: Full Beach Fill, Groin, Seawal l ~~xtension 
In addi lion to the extension of Ihe seawall and beach fill as described in AllCmmive I (and 
recognizing differences in beach fill amount belween Alternatives I and 2). Allemmive 2 
incl udes the construction o/" a groin at the SQulh end of the Wallops Island shorel ine and 
perpendicular to the shoreline, We are concerned about lile adverse effects placement of a groin 
allhe south end of Wallop, may h~v~ on is lands south of Wallops <IS it may reduce naturally 
oce\1\Ting transport of sands to those areas . Although we rceogni ze N i\SA's need to prolect its 
assels, we do nOI support any action 10 do so Ihal adversely affcci other barrier islands lh~t 

provide important shorebird and sea turtle nesting areas and other wildlife habilat,> , 

Alternati"e 3: Full Beach Fill, Breakwater, Seawall Extension 
In ~d<li ti on tu the extension of the sc~wall and beach fill as described in Alternative I (and 
lecognizing differences in beach fiJj amollnt between Alternatives I and 3). Alternative 3 
includes the conslluetion of a nearshore breakwater S!lucmre parallel to Ihe smuh eml o f the 
Wallops Island shoreline, Wc are concemed that Ihe reduelion ,n beach ero,ion Te,ulting from 
wave attenuation pelformed by Ihe breakwalers will be negatcd by Ihe newly conslrucled seawall 
extensiofl. We are also concerned that Ihe combination of lile seawall and breakwaters may 
rcsuli in aceeleraled shoreline erosion to Ihe south of these structures , 

Sea Le\'el Rise: 
Whlle Ihe draft PElS acknowledges that the shoreline at Wallops Island will certainly experience 
the effect' " ffulure sea level rise, il was not ineluded as a variable in the models used to de~i gn 
SRIPP, Moreover, \h~ Storm Damage Redllction Projeel Design for Wallops Island, VA r~pon 
(Appendix A) offered ~ very limited discussion 011 climate change and sea level rise, the only 
concession il m~de to address the problem is to follow current US Army Corps of Engineers 
policy which is to inc lllde an ~ddi ti onal amount of material during each renourishment evenl that 
would raise the en ti re profile by:m amount equal to Ihe projected amount of sea level rise. There 
was nO di sc us\Ci on ~bout what steps would be taken to account for sea level ri se within Ihe 
project's lifetime if rcnourishment at the required volume and frequency is n() longer possible 
due to lack of funding or availabil ity of beach compatible sand. This om i ~siO!1 in the PElS 
makes il di fficult 10 fully assess the sc"pe and breadth of the project' s risk to the environment 
over Ihe next 50 years, 
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Mit igat ion a nd Monitoring f>1 l1 n: 
Seawall £.).It'n<;on - According 10 lhe drJfi PElS. Impacts upon wildlife as.~llIled with 
c.~tenSlOn of the seawall ..... ould be ~"oided through on site momtonng to en~ure Ih:u Red Knots 
and Piping Plovers are nOt di~tly affected dunng the con5tru<:l;on of the wull. We contend that 
a,'oll:lanoo could beuer he ""hie"ed by ti mlng constructIOn acti ... illes ..... lSide of shorebird nc.~\;nK 
season. In add,llOn. we n:cumlllC'nd distUSs;oll In this section aboul polenLiul impacts upon sea 
Illrl l"ij. Ahho l.lgh none are known 10 nest olong th, s section orbc~ch. It is always pos!i'ble. 
especili ll y wllh the placement of beach fill. I" addi lion. we recommend cO nSldc1'lllion of 
cumulutive effects upon wildl ife resulting from the project, not J 1.151 direct affects n:~u lti ng from 
.~peci fi c const ruction aClivilies. 

OJlslrorr Vredgillg Acri~ilil's - We suppon thc rccommenu...tions provided in thiS section 
regllrdmg pTOleclion of sea IUnh:s, Md "e recommend cunlinued coorom31JOO wllh the NMFS 
regurding prolt'CIion of sea runles and manne mamm~1s. As slaled abovc, "C recommend thaI 
~tudies be performed ahead of dredgtng 10 delerrmnc how the unnamed shoals are utilized by sea 
ducks und th:u those data be used 10 analy.tll "hal, If any, Implicis the removal of shoal matenal 
will have upon these species We further /Ct"ommcnd thai based on the results of tllesc sludic..~, a 
pia" 10 mlhgate any ,mpaels upon ""~ ducks be developed. 

Nonll Wallops /s/t",d Sedi''''''''1 Rem()ml - As previously stated. we rc:comm~nd th~t ull sand 
l"emovill, if performed. occur oulsid~ of Ine nest ing season fo r Pipmg Pl ov~11l and sea turt les. 
Slmement.' that indicate that a bio logt5t would be on si te during excavation to ensure avoidance 
of dlfCCllmpacls upon Ih~se s(I"cies may not be nccc~ary if Ihe work IS umed appropriately. 
We recommend elarificul;on of this point. Adverse 'mpacl' upon listed SpeCICS mlly occur us 
u resull of habltm i mp~~LS in uddJtion to possible ducrt ImpaclS associ~led With constru<:t;oo 
acUVUles. We recommend COnSJdCllllion of Indirect and cumulathe impacts. 

Beaclr Prpji/e M(milOrinlJ Program · 1'11e beach profile monuonng progl'llm dl5tusscd 'n 
Appendix A w,lI be conducted thruughout Ihe hfcllmc of thc project. AnalYSIS of these dala will 
be w;ed to detcrmine when rcnounshnlcnt should lu~e place: and the amount of matenal nceded 
from al1lhre.: borrow sites. Moreover, the mform~l;on collectcd Will be tile primary tool used 10 

mun"ur Ihe success of the P,oJCCt and ,d.:nti r~ lin y nega" vc impacts. All Ihi ~ effon is currenl l y 
proposed, il is cunfin~d to Wallops and Assnwom~n i~lands. We strollgI~ recummend that beach 
profi le monitoring also be conducted on MClOmpkm and Cedar i~l and s at 8 frcquency Ihat allows 
ror uccurate assessment or project impacts f\!flller ~outh a long thc Island chain. We believe thi s 
ls a ncces~ury comp<.mcnl ill the beach profi le moniloring program given lhut shoreltnc 
movement on W~llops. Y!etompklll. and Ceti:tr isbnds IS driven by Similar geologiC procl.'ss.es 
(Cenel (I Ill. 2008) und therefore may a~t more as a unlilhan as independent l:tndma~\Cs, 
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We appreciate lhc opportunity to provide comments on the draft PElS for the SRIPP at NASA 
Wallops Fligh t Facil ity_ Please COntacl me or Amy Ewing at 804-367-6913 if we can be of 
fllnher assiswnce. 

RTFiAME 

Encl 

::?? -// '~~. d , <'"";7~ r- "" -- ,~ 
Raymond Femald, Manager 
Nongame and El1vironmClHal Programs 

Ce: D~vid Whitehurst, VDGIF Wildlife Bllreau Director 
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Deur Mr. Bundick 

RE' EIS Scoplng - NASA Wallop!' 
Fhght Facility SRlI'P 
ESSLog if 23888 

This leuer is in response to your noeice of SClJpi ng for the EnVironmental Impact SI~l emenl (EI5) 
for the Soo",linc Restoration and [nfrnsrruclur.: Prot(XIJon Program (SRIPP) at NASA Wallops 
Flight F:I<:iiily (WFF). The Virginia IXpurtment of Game 3nd Inland Fisheric$ (VDG1F). :\lllrn: 
CommonwcJ hh '! wildhfe and freshwulc r fish m~n3gemcm agcf]cy. rxercises full law 
enforcement and regulatory jurisdiction over tho&e rcsources, inclusive of State or f'ederall y 
£lIIlimg~red or T}"'i.'{U(!/Ied ~pecies, but e~e l uding listed insects. We are n consulting agency 
under the U. S. Fish and Wildli fe Coordination Act (48 Stut, 401. as amcnded. 16 U.S.c. 6(i l ct 
s~q ,) , and we provide erwtronmental analysts of proJ~tS or permit applications coordinJled 
through the Virglnta Department of EnVIronmental Qualuy, the VirgInIa M anne Resources 
Commt!.Sion. the Vrrgtnt3 Department ofTr:msportallon, the U. S. Army Corps of Engin«Ni. 
and othe r state or fedcml agencies. Our role m these procedures tS to detcrmll1e li~ely impncts 
upon fi sh and wildli fe rc s6i.i rces and hutllUIlS, and to recommend appropriate measureS to avotd. 
reduce. ur eomrellsute for those impacts , 

Virltin ia 's Barrier Islands 
Vtrginia's bamer is lands represent a cnttcally important breeding area for a number of bc3Ch 
ne.;tmg shorebirds unci seabIrds that are of hIgh cOllserv~lton concern, including the feder.dly 
Threatened pIping plover (Churudr;us tIIelodu.r). the $13te Endangered Wilson's plover (CO 
wil.wnia). the American oyslercatcher (lIa~II1{j/l)p"J pal/ian •. !), which is mnked nationally as u 
high conservat ion priority s]>Ccics in lhe US Shorcbird Conservalion Plan (/3rown CI a/. 200 I ), 
the state Threatened guH·billed lem (Slel1!ll l!ilolica ), lind Ihe lcasllem (S. a ll/ilJarl/tII). which is 

4010 WEST UROM) STRH;T. r.o. BOX II tO~. RI C HMOND. \'I, lJZJO·1 164 
(~04 ) J67- t 000 I vrrnD) Equal OPP~"'''';lt "·",ploJ''''''''. ""'If'~''''' oud Facll/,Ir ,' FAX (80~) '\(,7.n~o~ 
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11 scale species of special concern, The Commonwenhh'~ northern barrier Islands lhul eJ.lend 
from Ass31eague Island soulh 10 Cedar Island lyrically suppon over 75% o f Vi rglllia' s piping 
plover breeding population and in some years over 90% of the Commonwealth's breeding pairs 
have occurred on lhe northern isl a n d~ {Bocltcher e l (II. 2007). Since 2000. V l q:lIlia' .~ Wilson' s 
plover breeding population hllS bo:en confine(ilo Assawom~n. Melompkin ~nd Cedar Is lands 
wllh Ihe uecplion of 2008 when one pair was di scovered n<:.~lin~ On Assateague Islnnd (Wilke el 
nl. 20(9), The barrier islands suppan over 50% o f Vlrglnla's Amcric:m oystereatcher breeding 
[lOpublion wilh a signi ficant proponlon occumng on Melompklll and Cedar islands (Wllkc el at. 
2005: Wi]l..., el al. 20(9). Moreover, oystcrealcller pmduch~lly rores along lhe bamer Island 
chain arc some o! Ihe highesl reponed on the US the Atlanlle coasi. suggesllng Ihal lhe islands 
may serve as Importanl population $O\Irce~ rnr the caSI CO~Sl populmion (Wilke 200g) The 
hamer Island, also provide emlc,,1 breedlll£ hal.'ltal for leasllem,; ,in<:e 1975 35% - 67% nf Ihe 
Commonweallh's populalloll h~s rn:en documented on lhe h~rrier i.~l and cl1 81 1l (VDGlf. Impubl. 
datu). Virginia's statewide gu ll -hilled tern breeding [lI'pulalion has declined from npproximalely 
2.000 pairs in tile mid-1970's (Erwm el al. 1998) l<J fewe r Ihan)OO P3ll'S In the IIlsl rbree years 
wilh the maJorily of nesting ocrumng on Virgmiu's seaside marshes and ba.Tier IslDnds (VDGIf', 
unpubl. dala). While gull-billed (em~ are able 10 C1\plo.r bamer 1 ~land :lPd rmush hnhl1U1S WIth 
equal success in rcspon~ to ",pldly ch:mging tOndlllonS (Boeucher :md WilJ.e 2009). the barrier 
islands remain impononl hnbl1111 for Ihe dedining specIes In VIrginia. O ther bamer Island 
ncs!lng species of grealest con~rvallon ~ed (as defined m Virginia's Wildlife At:llon Plan, 
a~ailable al www.bewildva.com)ioclude black $~Immer (R>lIIdwp~ niger). commo,\ tern (5. 
lIinmdn). royal tem (So 11111..1";111(1 ) and .~an dwic h tern (So .w1I</viaHSis) (VOGII' 2(05). 

Collccuvely, the aforemcnllot\cd aVian species ' habitat requlremenls include broad bo:aches wilh 
low dis(.'on!inuoos dunes and expllnsive sand-shell fillts. In addilion. piping plover broods 
require unimpeded acce~s from beach nest sites to the moist-soil ecotones o f tmcksldc marshes 
and mudflats ror foroge and cover (Boeucher n al. 2007). These areas arc highly slIsccpliblc 10 
Slorm-generated disllIrbaoccs, which serve 10 mDint~ln lhe open active sand zones fuvorcd by 
thesc species. Any bo:aeh reMllllIlion Xli vities Ihal onempl 10 Slop the naturol movemenl of an 
is land, counter storm-gcnerlllcd dislurb:mces. or disrupllhc longshore trnnsport of snnd mny 
result in widespread loss of suitablc nesting hubitat for avian beach nesting species. 

Over Ihe pas! 20 years. Ihe red knol (ea/illri,. call/.I,IS fIIfa) population has dec lined by over 80% 
(Mom son el al. 20(4) and this species is currently a can t..lidalc for federal ]isllIlg under the 
Endangered Species ACI. A slgnlfiCl'lOl ponion <.Ir Ike populslion Ihal mlgrales nOfth Dlong Ihe 
US Arlanl;c coasI In the spri ng useslhe barrier islands as Slopover S;les (Smilh el al. 2008). nilS 

Includes Wallops Island wllere more than I ,000 bird~ hove been TCL'orded du ring a SIngle survey 
(Ccnler for Conservation BlOlllgy. The Nature Conservancy, and VDGtF. unpubl. data). Typical 
beach renourishment mDY llnp3cI long-distance migmnt shorebi rds Ihal forage on .~u nd·dwelling 
invertebrates, such as red kllOt, by rcduci ng lhe ~v~ilahiJity of proy within reach of the birds ' 
bills for a period of lime followmg sand deposition (Bi shop 1!1 al. 2(06). Moreover. beach 
armounng and lhe inslallalion of groins may result in significnnt loss of suilable shorebird 
foraging habitat in lhe inlenid:&1 <:one seaward and south of Ihese structures. respeclively. These 
C(fccIS arc likely 10 become even morc pronounced m the fllCe of sea level riK (Galbraith ,,1 til. 
2002). 

• 

• 
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Vlrgmia IS the nonhern extreme of the federally Threatened loggerhead $e3 tunic (Carellil 
wn!/la) nesting r.mge. While the majority of the Commonwealth's nesling uctivity ha.~ ","en 
COflfined to southern rnulnlnnd bcxhes (Fort Story - NOVA border). nesting actiYit~ on the 
nonhem barrier is lands. including W~lIops Island. has increa~ed slightl~ In receiH yean 
(VOGIf'. unpubl. data). Ne..ting sea Wrtles Iypicnlly nest on dyoamlc ocean ","aches t1lm have II 
"ide berm and a rebti "el~ IIU:lCt natural dune S ySlem This SpeCies t~picall ~ u¥oids <If has pour 
nesung success on almoured bcaellcs. which o,'er lime. become de"oid of dry beaChes .:md 
n~fur.:t l primruy dune syslems. Morco'·er. then: IS concern Lhat be3ch rcnounsltmcnl may affeci 
the qu:th ty ofllln ie ne., tmg habu3t (ernin ~I III. 1995), For example. the dcposillon of s.:tnd could 
change beach sand L~)lor thereby Mfecting sand lemperoture. Because til(' scx of sea turtlcs IS 
Uc:tt nlllnect b~ the tempcroWI'C of sand surTOundmg the nest ca~ity, beach renoun.dlment Could 
~ I ter sex ratios_ Beach rcnollrlslllnCIll also may' nflliellce other physical charnCtCnStlCs of 
bcuehes such as sand_gr~1I1 size ~lld shap". si l t_cl~y eOl1tent. sand compnctiO!I. mOisture contCllt . 
porosl t~""'atcr relcml OI1 ~nd gas diffusion !ntes. The altering of one or more of Ihese physic~1 
cha!1lc terislle5 may not nc<:e ssanJ~ unpah beach M:lcCliotl by nest ing fem ales (CrJin <'l al. ! 995), 
but may reduce reproductive success of nesLS 1~ld In these renourished areas (Ackerman 1996). 

Altern:l ljn~s Analysis 
• Ahemative I (the preferred ahem~ti¥e) proposes to e~ tcnd the CJlIMlng seawall ijn addJlional 

4,500 feet south. enl~rgc the bc3ch with offshore dredged sand. and con5truct a rock jetty 
ne,lr the southern WFF proPCl1Y line. The pmp<l~ed grom would allow s"me filiLO pas~ 
through and. aCCOrdi ng to IIle descript ion "f Ihe SRIPP, the net sand transport 10 Assawoman 
Is land .... ·ould be equal 10 or exceed pre--constmClion conditions. We are conccnted thaI Ihe 
pro~d jeay ma~ Impede e ~isllng longshore IrunSport of sand to Assawoman. Mctomp):in 
~nd Cedar islands. especl~lly If funding can nO( be secured for the anlicipmed 5 - 7 Y"ar 
n."noonmment cycle. In .:IlkIition. we arc cOl1cemed that the CJltension of Ihe seawall will 
further :;!CceleraLe sand loss scaw3Td of the $e3wall, particularly doring penods of frequent 
storm evcnts. LasIJ~, regular beach renourishmcnlls very costly and mDy negulively aff~1 
local wildlife habitats ill I he shon lerm. r.<peelally If 1l000-compatible .~a nd is us..:d. Thi5 
praclice also mny threaten the blologie.~1 mtegnty of the two shoals fmm where sand ",,11 be 
obtained and ma~ reduce Ihe OVerall.,and budget In the nearshore sysLCm. accelernling 
..-roslOn of nearb~ bc(IChc~. 

• We: have similar concem5 wllh Alternativ" 4 ali we do wllh AilemalLve I because II Involves 
the same :;!Clions. unl y le5s beach Ii 11 wi ll be used. 'Ilt.e reduced beach fi II Will likely reqUIre 
more frequent beJch renourishmem; therefore Ailemauve 4 does not app"lIr to offer any cost 
bellefils OJ reduc" bamer is lond ecosystem ImpaCIS over the long term. 

• We have concerns wilh Alternatives 2 and 5, which involve beach fill. dctuched breakwaters. 
and seaw~1I extension mainl~ due 10 issues surroLinding Ihe seawall e~tcll5ion as di,eus,ed 
above. While the breakwaters may attenuate wave action and then::by rcdoee beach ems;on 
lU some degree, the slable seawilil. which will inhibit the natoml movement of sand and 
WOIer. willl;):ely negate Dn y benefiLS the breakwaters may provide. 
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• We do nut COIISld"r A llemativc$ ] and 6, willch are It mlled 10 bea<:h fi II, 10 be viable oplion~ 
since both will Hkc ly resul t in Ihe rapid loss of sand placed on the beach. 

• We recommend 0 thorough anolysis nnd di scussloTl of ~ sevcnth altcm~llve Ihat Involves the 
inswl blion of detoched breakwaters to allenuol" wave action, bUI excludes the ~:J.waU 
extension Dnd bench fill options. and cunstders !tmlled rctreat or removal of mfrJSlru<:l\lrc 
Ihal does nllt require 0 bcachfront locO(ion. 

i{cconullendl,<1 items for diM:ussion in the EIS: 
• The impocts of 50",1 milling at Blackfish Bonk Simal anil unnomed shool on erosion rtlle., at 

ASS3teaglle lsbnd anil islands 10 the south i IIGludlllg results frolll siudies on thiS 10plc. 

• All poiential sand milling impacts on Ihe :lforemcnl1oned 500als ' nVlfauna and 10 fi shes and 
olh", wildlife spc.;:les thol fONlg" on the shools ' henthos. 

• Result. from acompDlIblhty anolys ls Ilia! eKaminc how well the ~and on the t\\·o offsllo,-" 
shoa ls mutches tile eXI .~ting sand on the Mrrier ishlnds (i.e., grJln $I ze. color. Ctc.). 

• Whnt level of protecllon eacb al temall ve Will renilsllca 11 y offer and 11 full pfeSCnl~110n of Ihe 
:tnal)'S"$ conducted 10 dCI"rmine these protection levels We recommend the analyses take 
into account sea level rise and the poten tial for future increases In storm activity and 
Intensity. 

• A detailed description of tile beach fill design (i.e .. wl'gctcd bc.-.eh slope. eleviliion and width 
to be maintained over the long lerm). 

• A thorough analysis and discussion of poIentiBI impacts e.-.eh alternattvc poses on Ihe islands 
to the ,;QUth of the project atea, with It special focus on Assawoman, Metornpkin and Cedar 
islands. 

• A detailed description of a · po~t·construclion bench monilllring plun. This plOln shou ld 
present methods for mcnsunng changes to Island shorelines over time. We strongly 
t"e<:Olllll1end that the monttoring plan oot be confined to Assawoman Island. b\ltlh~ t 11 ulso 
In ~ !udc. at a minimum, Metompkin lind Ced~r isl and.<. 

• A threshold at which NASA considers the cost of the proj~cllo outweigh Ihc bcnefi[.~ 10 
NASA's mission und goals. The cost/bc.lICfit analy~is should not only eJ\:J.mine monelary 
COStS, but shoold also take IntO account costS to fish lind w,ldlife resources. the physLcal 
in legri t y of the barrier island chain. and other stakeholder IntereslS. 

• The availability of funding for typical rcnnunsllment in the long lerm since. according to the 
SRIPP scoping document, beacll rcnourishment is key to thc projecCs SUCCes.5. 

• 

• 
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• Consull alions wi lh NJlionnl Murine Fisheries Service regarding potenlial impacls of hopper 
dredglllg on sea lunles. 

We apprttlOle the opponunll Y 10 pro"lde cmlllncnls regardmg lhe devclopmell1 of lhe J3.1S for the 
SRPP al NASA Wallops 1-1'glll F"",!i IY. I'leu!ie COll1aCI me or Amy Ewing 31 8Q.1-367·6CJI3 If 
we ':tn be of fmther assi$I~lIee. 

~'"". 0 --,-; 
V " 7 .... ~ 

Raymond Femnld. Mon3ger 
Nong:tme ~nd ~vironmenta l Progr"m< 

• 
• 

Ene.l: LilcnlluI"c Ci ted 

Cc; Da Vit! WhlldlUl"SI. vOGII' Wildlife Bureau D,rector 

-
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From:   Forsgren, Diedre (VDH) [Diedre.Forsgren@vdh.virginia.gov]
Sent:   Friday, March 19, 2010 10:50 AM
To:     Pinion, Anne (DEQ); Bundick, Joshua A. (WFF-2500)
Cc:     Matthews, Barry (VDH)
Subject:        (10-019F) EIS/CD: Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure Protection 
Program, NASA

DEQ Project #:          10-019F
Name:                   Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure Protection Program
Sponsor:                National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Location:               Accomack County

VDH – Office of Drinking Water has reviewed DEQ Project Number 10-019F.  Below are our 
comments as they relate to proximity to public drinking water sources (groundwater wells, 
springs and surface water intakes).  

Potential impacts to public water distribution systems or 
sanitary sewage collection systems must be verified by the local utility.

No groundwater wells are within 1 mile radius of the project site.

No surface water intakes are located within 5 miles radius of the project site.

Project does not fall within Zone 1 or Zone 2 of any public surface water sources.

There are no apparent impacts to public drinking water sources due to this project.

Diedre Forsgren
Office Services Specialist
VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Office of Drinking Water, Room 622-A
109 Governor Street
Richmond, VA  23219
Phone:  (804) 864-7241
email:  diedre.forsgren@vdh.virginia.gov



COMMONWEALTH o/VIRGINIA 

Mr. Joshua. A. Buodiclc 

Marine Resources CQ11IJIIission 
:2600 Wa8htngton Avenue 

Third Floor 
Newport News.. V"l1'giniQ 23607 

Febnwy 19.2010 

Wallops Flight Facility NEP A Program Manager 
do Natiooal Aeronautics and Space Administration 
00ddan1 Space Flight Center 
Wallops Flight Facility (2S0.W) 
Wallops Island, Virginia 233:31 

Re: Shoreline Restoration Wallops Island 

Dear Mr. Bundick: 

StevenG. Bowman 
~ 

Yau have inquired regardina the permitting I"Cquirements for Shoreline Restoration on Wallops 
Island. The Marine Resources Commission requires a penni1: for any activities that encroach upon or over, 
or take use of materials from the beds of the bays. ocean. ri\"e('S aDd streams, or creeks. which are the 
property of'the Comm.onwea1th. ' 

In addition, since Accomack County bas not yet adopted the model Coastal Primary Sand Dune 
Zoning Ordinance, the Commission is charged with reviewing the impacts associated with any project 
that may fall within the Coastal Pritnary Sand DuneslBeaches of Aocomack COUIlty. 

Based upon my IeView of the reference maps and drawings, it appeaB that alternatives 1 through 
, 3 will require au1hom.arlon from the Marine Resources Commission. (The proposed dredged sits appear 
fD be greater than 3 miles offshore. tberefore, that portion of the project will not require a permit from our 
agency.) 

A1temative.l. (NASA's Preferred Altemative) Proposes to extend the existiDg stone riprap an 
additional 4,600 feet south and place 3.199.000 cubic yan1 of sandy dredged.material along the Wallops 
Island shoreline. ThIs alternative would help alleviate some of our concerns with the antieipated 5 
year nourisbment tydes long term £Undilla. If ftuuting was not secured the existing lotlphore 
transport of sand to Assawoman Island would have less impad: than in the proposed Alternative 2 
(jetty). 

IfJ may be of fbrthet assistance. p1ease do not hesitate to contact me at (757) 414'()110. 

e H. Badger, m 
Environm.cntal Engineer 

An Agency Qfthe Nat1lral Resources Secretariat 
www.lJl!CyQinia.1m: 

Tdcphooe (751) 247·2200 (7"57) 247-2292 VrroD Information and Emergency Hotline 1-800-541-4646 VIfDD 

iglOO! 



Comments Received from Local Government 



 

 

 

COUNTY OF ACCOMACK 
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND ZONING 

23296 COURTHOUSE AVENUE, ROOM 105 
Post Office Box 93 

David A. Fluhart 
Director 

Goddard Space Flight Center 
Wallops Flight Facility 
Attn: 250.W 
Josh Bundick, WFF NEPA Manager 
Wallops Island, Virginia 23337 

-:S-o.s~ 
Dear~ 

Accomac, Virginia 23301~0093 
(757) 787~5721 (757) 824~5223 

FAX (757) 787~8948 
bu i1di ng@co.accomack.va.us 

March 5, 2010 

In Re: Draft PElS 

Building/Fire Inspections 
Zoning and Wetlands 

This will acknowledge receipt of the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
(PElS) for the proposed Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure Protection Program on Wallops 
Island, Accomack County, Virginia. The CD and cover letter was received in this office on 
behalf of the Accomack County Wetlands Board on February 17,2010. 

I reviewed the Draft PElS and at the Accomack County Wetlands Board meeting on Thursday, 
February 25, 2010 advised the Board of the project and explained the project would not impact 
wetlands within their jurisdiction (local Wetlands Board). 

As there was no local Wetlands Board jurisdiction, the Accomack County Wetlands Board took 
no action on the project and offered no comments regarding the Draft PElS. It was noted that 
parts of this project will require approval from the Virginia Marine Resources Commission. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review this Statement while in its draft form. Please feel free 
to contact this office if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

DC-:/ 
David ~ Secretary 
Accomack County Wetlands Board 



April 6, 2010 

Mr. Josh Bundick 
NASA Wallops Flight Facility NEPA Manager 
Code 2S0.W 
Wallops Island, VA 23337 

Dear ML Bundick, 

The Eastern Shore of Virginia Ground Water Committee is a bi-county 
commission consisting of local Supervisors and members of the public with 
experience in ground water issues and science. The Committee works with 
farmers, local and state officials, and the interested public on various types 
of ground water preservation and protection measures. 

The Ground Water Committee would like to voice its support for the 
Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure Protection Program (SRIPP) at the 
Wallops Flight Facility on Wallops Island, Virginia. The Committee found 
your summary of the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
at its last meeting to be very informative. The Ground Water Committee 
greatly supports the SRIPP. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Chairman 
Eastern Shore of Virginia Ground Water Committee 

cc: Elaine K.N. Meil 
Executive Director 
Accomack-Northampton Planning District Commission 



Comments Received from Other Organizations and Individuals 



 
 

ACT TO PRESERVE OUR COASTAL BAYS 
Assateague Coastal Trust 

PO Box 731, Berlin, MD 21842 
410-629-1538    

 
April 19, 2010 
 
Mr. Josh Bundick 
250/NEPA Manager 
WFF Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure Protection Program 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center’s Wallops Flight Facility 
Wallops Island, Virginia 23337 
wff_shoreline_eis@majordomo.gsfc.nasa.gov 
 
Dear Mr. Bundick: 
 
Assateague Coastal Trust (ACT) has reviewed the NASA-WFF Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure 
Protection Project Draft Programmatic EIS and would like to provide the following comments for 
consideration.   

ACT, the oldest non-profit grassroots environmental advocacy organization in the Atlantic coastal bays 
watershed, works to protect and enhance the natural resources of the watershed through advocacy, 
conservation, and education.  ACT has a long history of environmental advocacy in the Maryland and 
Virginia coastal bays region, beginning with its landmark efforts in the early 1970s to preserve the 
unspoiled character of Assateague Island, which is now protected as a National Seashore. 
 
We support NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility as part of our community and hope to work both towards the 
success of the Facility and the protection of our region’s coastal ecosystem.  However, as expressed in our 
letter during the Scoping Process, ACT remains concerned that the Shoreline Restoration and 
Infrastructure Protection Project will impact many of the natural resources that our organization works 
hard to protect, including barrier island habitats, coastal waters, shorebirds, sea birds, fish, and marine 
mammals. 
 
Potential Impacts of Dredging on Wave Climate and Cross-Shore Sediment Transport 
 
Barrier island morphology supports a variety of fragile and dynamic habitats, including the intertidal, 
beach, and dune habitats.  Those habitats would potentially be impacted by accelerated shoreline erosion, 
addition of incompatible non-native sediments, and other changes in natural coastal processes. 
 
Offshore shoals are known to dissipate incoming wave energy, diminishing the wave energy that reaches 
the shoreline, and thereby sheltering the coastline from wave-driven erosion.  ACT is concerned that 
dredging either of the proposed shoals, located 7 and 11 miles offshore of Assateague Island, will reduce 
the shoal’s ability to shelter Assateague Island from large waves and resulting shoreline erosion.  As 
stated in the modeling results included in Volume II of the Draft PEIS, the Impact Factor of dredging is 
more than 0.75 along parts of the Assateague Island shoreline, and “it is not clear [that these values]  
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equate to a negligible long term shoreline impact.”   Any dredging with the potential to increase erosion 
or wave energy impact on the barrier islands should follow a detailed dredging plan that is included in the 
EIS.  That plan should describe site-specific dredging methods that minimize impacts on island 
shorelines, such as maintaining the existing shoal crest height (to maintain shallow water processes and 
crest stability) and avoiding longitudinal (along-axis) dredging (to minimize wave focusing), as per new 
draft dredging guidelines currently in review by Minerals Management Service1.  We agree with NASA’s 
decision to dredge no deeper than the seafloor or base of the shoals; dredging pits could alter physical 
processes. 
 
ACT is also concerned that removal of a significant volume of either shoal will reduce the volume of 
sediment currently being transported to the barrier islands, thereby accelerating erosion and impacting the 
islands’ natural coastal processes and resilience to the ongoing effects of climate change including sea 
level rise and storm intensity.  As noted in our comments during the Scoping Process, multiple mid-
Atlantic coast studies indicate that offshore shoals are an important component of the regional sediment 
budget and sediment transport pathways.  We are disappointed that the Draft EIS did not address potential 
impacts of sediment removal on cross-shore sediment transport, and we recommend that the Preferred 
Alternative include new studies to map and quantify cross-shore sediment transport in the area, including 
geophysical and hydrodynamic data collection in the nearshore and offshore regions of Assateague and 
Wallops Islands.  In the meantime, to minimize potential impacts of dredging on the poorly-understood 
sediment transport processes in this region, we also recommend that sediment be dredged from as far 
offshore as possible, where it is less likely to contribute to onshore sediment transport; that it be dredged 
from the downdrift accreting side of each shoal, to minimize interruption to sediment transport pathways; 
and that it be dredged in a thin uniform layer from non-crest areas, to minimize disturbance to shoal 
topography and geometry and associated shoal-maintenance processes.   
 
Potential Impacts to Terrestrial Wildlife 
 
South of Wallops Island, Assawoman and Metompkin Islands provide important habitat for a variety of 
shorebirds, migratory birds including the declining Red Knot, and the Federally-listed Piping Plover.  The 
importance of these habitats have been recognized by the Audubon Society, which designated this area as 
an Important Bird Area, and by the United Nations, which designated the chain of undeveloped Virginia 
barrier islands as an International Man and the Biosphere Reserve.   The habitat value of the birds’ 
nesting and foraging areas depend on natural barrier island conditions, which are in turn controlled by 
natural coastal processes including sediment supply and type.   
 
Because these islands are geologically fragile and biologically important, we strongly support NASA’s 
decision not to build shore-perpendicular sand retention structures.  Groins are well known to cause 
erosion on their downdrift side and the impacts to alongshore sediment transport would be unacceptable.   
 
ACT remains concerned that dredged sediments placed on Wallops Island, and from there transported to 
Assawoman and Metompkin Islands, will be incompatible with native sediments, which would in turn 
alter the terrestrial surface texture, the shoreface slope, and the sediment transport processes driven both  
Mr. Josh Bundick 

                                                            
1 Dibajnia, M. and R.B. Nairn, in prep.  Investigation of Dredging Guidelines to Maintain and Protect the 
Integrity of Offshore Ridge and Shoal Regimes.  U.S. Department of the Interior, Minerals Management 
Service, XXX OCS Region, 2010.  OCS Study MMS 2010-XXX.  150 pp. and appendices. 
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by wind and by overwash.  Such changes in sediments would affect the nesting and foraging behavior of 
shorebirds on those islands.  In consideration of these potential impacts, the Preferred Alternative should 
include guidance on ensuring the compatibility of shoal sediments with the native sediments of Wallops 
Island and downdrift nearshore and beach areas.   
 
Potential Impacts to Marine Life 
 
ACT’s mission includes protection of marine and estuarine life and the habitats on which it depends.  The 
marine waters along the Virginia barrier islands hosts a rich diversity of marine life, including benthic 
communities around the shoals that support pelagic fish, which feed on the shoals and live parts of their 
lives in the estuarine waters behind the barrier islands, and which also create feeding grounds for sea 
turtles, marine mammals, and sea birds.   ACT is concerned that destruction of shoal habitat will impact 
the complex food web of these shoals, and the marine communities that depend on it.  Therefore, we 
support NASA’s decision not to dredge Blackfish Bank, which is known to support a rich biological 
community.  Additionally, we request that the Preferred Alternative include site-specific dredging 
methods that protect habitat value for finfish and pelagic seabirds by avoiding the shoal crests.   
 
Thank you for considering ACT’s concerns about this proposed project.  We look forward to working 
with NASA to evaluate alternatives for protecting both NASA infrastructure and our region’s important 
coastal resources. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Kathy Phillips 
Assateague COASTKEEPER 
Executive Director, Assateague Coastal Trust 
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March 11, 2010 

Joshua A. Bundick 
250/NEPA Manager 
WFF Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure Protection Program 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center’s Wallops Flight Facility 
Wallops Island, VA 23337 
 
RE: DRAFT PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (PEIS); 
WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY SHORELINE RESTORATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
PROTECTION (SRIPP) PROGRAM 
 
Dear Mr. Bundick: 
 
On behalf of the Board of Directors of the Hampton Roads Military and Federal Facilities 
Alliance (HRMFFA), we offer the comments below regarding the Draft Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) for the proposed Shoreline Restoration and 
Infrastructure Protection Program (SRIPP) along the beaches of the Wallops Flight 
Facility on Virginia’s Eastern Shore. 
 
HRMFFA is a not-for-profit corporation that represents the collective interests of 13 
Hampton Roads communities in matters relating to retention, sustainment and growth of 
military and federal capabilities in the region. 
 
Hampton Roads has a long and proud association with the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA), chiefly through the NASA Langley Research Center 
located in the City of Hampton.  NASA Langley is intrinsically tied to the Wallops Flight 
Facility through research activity in aeronautics, unmanned vehicles and climate change 
study.  HRMFFA maintains close ties with military and federal activities at the Wallops 
Island complex and is a member of the Eastern Shore Defense Alliance (ESDA).  Thus 
the interest of the entire Hampton Roads region in preserving the infrastructure and 
continuing uninterrupted operations associated with NASA programs at Wallops Island.  
We fully support the planned SRIPP proposal as economically, environmentally and 
operationally sound. 
 
We find the PEIS to be exhaustive in its research and in its attention to preserving the 
rich environment unique to the Eastern Shore.  We believe NASA has done a superb 
job of balancing the concerns of preserving both the environment and the NASA, U.S. 
Navy and Mid-Atlantic Regional Spaceport assets which would be enormously 
expensive to replicate should they be damaged or destroyed from wave impacts 
associated with storm events.  
 
 

 FRANK ROBERTS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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Via email; hardcopy to follow 
 
April 19, 2010 
 
Mr. Josh Bundick, NEPA Manager 
WFF Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure Protection Program 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center’s Wallops Flight Facility 
Wallops Island, Virginia 23337 
 
Re: Comments on the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact 

Statement for Wallops Flight Facility Shoreline Restoration and 
Infrastructure Protection Program 

 
Dear Mr. Bundick: 
 
On behalf of The Nature Conservancy in Virginia, I am writing to submit our 
official response to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s 
(NASA) Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) for the 
proposed Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) Shoreline Restoration and 
Infrastructure Protection Program (SRIPP).   We appreciate the opportunity 
to comment on the Draft PEIS for this important project.   
 
First and foremost, The Nature Conservancy applauds NASA for its selection 
of Alternative One (seawall extension and beach re-nourishment) as the 
Preferred Alternative in the SRIPP PEIS.   The Nature Conservancy believes 
that the Preferred Alternative will provide short-term protection benefits to 
the WFF without creating significant deleterious impacts to the barrier 
islands owned by the Conservancy and other conservation partners to the 
north and south of Wallops Island.   As you know, the Conservancy and a 
number of other conservation organizations and agencies voiced serious 
concerns during earlier comment periods and in direct meetings with NASA 
staff that the construction of sand retention features such as breakwaters or 
a groin would very likely create significant impacts to our land holdings and 
our years of conservation investments in this landscape.  We are very 
appreciative of NASA for listening to those concerns, re-examining some of 
its earlier conclusions, and ultimately selecting a much more ecologically 
sensitive approach.   NASA’s responsiveness and willingness to make 
substantial modifications to its initial plan reflect well on staff and the 
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nature.org 
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agency as a whole.  From our perspective, one of the important side benefits of our 
engagement on this issue has been the opportunity to develop a much closer relationship with 
NASA.   Both our organizations clearly have a shared interest in enhancing the economic and 
ecological health of the Eastern Shore of Virginia and the larger Delmarva Peninsula, and we 
welcome working more closely with you on a number of related fronts.   
 
This praise notwithstanding, there are a few areas of the PEIS that do raise some concerns for 
The Nature Conservancy, concerns that we outline in this letter and that we hope to continue 
to discuss and address with NASA in the future.  We have organized the remainder of our 
comments as follows: 
 

 A brief overview of The Nature Conservancy’s ownership, investment and interest in the 
barrier island system south of Wallops Island 

 Review of the PEIS modeling and analysis of sediment dynamics  
 Recommendation for landscape-scale monitoring 
 Sea level rise and the need for long-term adaptation strategies 

 
The Nature Conservancy’s Ownership, Investment and Interest in Virginia’s Barrier Islands 
The Nature Conservancy has been working to protect barrier islands and coastal habitats off the 
coast of Virginia for nearly four decades.  Since its inception in 1969, the Conservancy’s 
ownership on the Eastern Shore has grown to encompass 14 barrier and marsh islands along 
with multiple preserves and easements on the mainland.  Collectively this network of protected 
lands is known as the Virginia Coast Reserve.  The Conservancy and partners have protected 
more than 114,000 acres of land on the Eastern Shore, including 40,000 acres where we hold a 
direct legal interest.  The 65-mile long Virginia barrier island chain is considered to be the best 
example of a naturally functioning barrier island system on the Atlantic coast and the last 
remaining Atlantic coast wilderness.  The entire Eastern Shore, and especially the barrier 
islands, host globally-significant concentrations of breeding and migratory waterfowl, 
shorebirds, raptors and neotropical landbirds every year.   Simply put, these lands are 
ecologically irreplaceable and represent one of the Conservancy’s most significant holdings in 
all of North America.  Our ownership and the incredible ecological importance of these wild 
barrier islands mean that protecting the islands and abating anthropogenic threats to their 
health, integrity, and the ecological processes that maintain them are our very highest 
priorities.  We continue to work collaboratively with many federal, state and local partners to 
protect, enhance, and restore the unique and productive habitats and wildlife of the Virginia 
Coast Reserve, and now also the offshore areas of the Mid-Atlantic Continental Shelf.   
 

Review of PEIS Modeling and Analysis of Sediment Dynamics 
To assist in our evaluation of the more technical aspects of the Draft PEIS, the Conservancy 
again retained the services of Dr. Robert S. Young, and we requested that he focus his review in 
part on the science and engineering behind the assessment of Alternative Two.   While we were 
pleased to see that the construction of a groin or a breakwater was no longer included in the 
Preferred Alternative, we have some concerns that the PEIS overestimated the benefits these 
structures might provide and underestimated their likely environmental impacts.    While any 
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flawed analysis of the benefits and costs of sand retention structures may not impact the 
actionable outcomes of this PEIS, we believe it is important that the PEIS acknowledge these 
limitations so as to provide the most accurate background information in the event this issue is 
re-examined in the future.  
 
As Dr. Young states very clearly in his report (enclosed), “the modeling used to examine the 
benefits and impacts of the proposed groin is critically flawed.  All references in the PEIS to any 
increased durability of the re-nourishment project, cost savings, or potential downdrift impacts 
resulting from the construction of the proposed groin are therefore flawed and should not be 
used for consideration of Alternative Two.”  Ultimately, Dr. Young calls into question the use of 
the Generalized Model for Simulating Shoreline Change (GENESIS), stating that it results in 
“incorrect representation of shoreline change and sedimentary processes” since the calibrated 
model was not successfully verified and does not account for the influence of antecedent 
geology on the sediment budget at Wallops.    
 
In addition, Dr. Young raises serious concerns regarding the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ 
selection of a four-meter closure depth.  Dr. Young submits that this depth is too shallow, and 
its selection yields incorrect conclusions on the project’s durability, impacts from storm events, 
and the overall movement of sand within the project area.   
 
If obtaining more accurate and actionable information for the PEIS were simply a matter of 
correcting a few parameters on the GENESIS model run or using a different model, the 
Conservancy would certainly make that request for the Final PEIS.  Unfortunately, we believe 
that the flaws in the GENESIS model are instead symptomatic of the underlying limitations of 
sediment transport models on complex and dynamic real-world environments.  Especially when 
the stakes are so high (both the protection of WFF and the preservation of the larger barrier 
islands system) we submit that the construction of large scale structures or new engineered 
approaches is simply not appropriate without robust, long-term, and large-scale real world 
monitoring results to guide and direct future management actions.   With the selection of 
Alternative One, NASA has taken steps that generally align with this precautionary approach, 
and again, we commend this decision.     
 
Recommendation for Future Monitoring Efforts 
We also commend NASA’s commitment in the PEIS to monitoring changes in shoreline and 
beach volume, as we believe that a comprehensive monitoring program for the SRIPP provides 
an excellent opportunity to gain an empirically-based understanding of the sediment dynamics 
at Wallops and the surrounding environments currently lacking in the PEIS.  We do, however, 
urge NASA to consider an even larger monitoring effort.  
 
Determining the precise fate of sand as it erodes from the re-nourished beach will be critical for 
evaluating the viability of proposed SRIPP actions and the desirability of other efforts with 
much higher degrees of certainty and reliability than the PEIS currently provides.  To produce 
credible results and conclusions about onshore-offshore sediment transport, the geographic 
extent of the shoreline and beach volume monitoring must extend well beyond the four-meter 
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closure depth and include a significant buffer to the north and south of Wallops—essentially a 
landscape-scale monitoring effort.  We strongly recommend that the monitoring project area 
should be clearly delineated in the final PEIS and consistent with this recommendation.   
 
Sea Level Rise and Long-term Adaptation Strategies 
As stated in our previous scoping comments, the Conservancy has real concerns that the PEIS 
does not adequately address the myriad of ways rising sea levels will both complicate and 
magnify the threats the ocean and the dynamic nature of a barrier island pose to the viability of 
WFF infrastructure.  Dr. Young echoes many of these same concerns in his analysis, stating that 
“Sea level rise does not just impact the oceanfront.  It will change the shoreline on all sides of 
the island.  It will increase the frequency and magnitude of flooding from the backside as well 
as the front.  [Sea level rise] will threaten infrastructure and access regardless of the size of the 
beach.”   Indeed, the harsh reality is that Wallops Island will remain extremely vulnerable to sea 
level rise and storm surges.   We agree with Dr. Young’s assessment that NASA must, “entertain 
the very real possibility that the WFF will not be maintainable as is, in situ, over the next 50 
years,” even if the Preferred Alternative performs as designed.  The Conservancy submits that 
in order for the PEIS to evaluate accurately any one Alternative’s likely success in protecting the 
infrastructure and operations of WFF over the 50-year lifespan of the SRIPP, it must more 
comprehensively consider the implications of rising sea levels within the PEIS.   
 
In addition, we believe it is imperative that NASA begin to take steps to evaluate rigorously the 
costs and benefits of various adaptation strategies, including phased relocation to the mainland 
and corresponding efforts to promote the resiliency of the barrier island system.  From our 
conversations with NASA, we understand that those evaluations are beyond the scope of this 
PEIS.  We also appreciate that any relocation effort would pose enormous operational, 
engineering and financial challenges.  While not at all disregarding those challenges, we do 
respectfully submit that those challenges are likely to increase over time, as are the impacts 
from rising sea levels and more intense storm events.  Given the billions of dollars invested in 
WFF and its laudable plans to expand operations and its role in the nation’s public and private 
spaceflight programs, starting these planning and analysis efforts earlier rather than later 
seems to be the most prudent course.   
 
We suggest that one place to start would be for NASA to form an advisory team to assist with 
monitoring, long-term planning, and adaptive management of WFF protection strategies.   
Under NASA-WFF’s leadership, this team could evaluate costs, benefits, feasibility and impacts 
associated with phased and limited relocation of infrastructure from Wallops Island to other 
sites within WFF, and ways to utilize the natural resiliency and migration of barrier islands as a 
first line of defense for NASA operations and assets.  Such an advisory team could draw upon 
the extensive theoretical, modeling and research expertise of many academics and agency staff 
who have a great interest in the Virginia barrier islands and the viability of Wallops Flight 
Facility.   The working results of this advisory team’s efforts could become a national model and 
demonstrate how to best adapt to a dynamic coastal system in the face of global climate 
change.   It is worth noting that a variety of federal initiatives could provide both higher level 
support and funding for this sort of effort.   
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To summarize our comments on the Draft PEIS, the Nature Conservancy:  
 
1. Commends NASA for selecting Alternative One as the Preferred Alternative for meeting the 

short-term goals of the SRIPP for WFF without causing adverse impacts to downdrift barrier 
islands; 

2. Requests that any future actions considered by NASA for short-term protection of WFF 
should be based on robust landscape-scale monitoring of the sediment dynamics and 
shoreline change at Wallops; 

3. Given the reality of rising sea levels and stronger storms, strongly recommends that NASA 
form an advisory team of partners and experts to help develop an adaptation strategy that 
ensures the long-term protection of NASA’s operations at Wallops and the conservation of 
the larger barrier island system.  

 
Again, the Conservancy appreciates the opportunity to provide these comments to the Draft 
PEIS.   We appreciate the very real challenges NASA faces as it seeks to protect the sizable 
investments and important operations at the Wallops Flight Facility.  We look forward to 
working with NASA as this EIS process continues.   Please contact Steve Parker at 757-442-3049 
or sparker@tnc.org with any questions or requests for additional information.  
 
Most sincerely, 

 
Michael Lipford 
Vice President and Virginia Director 
 
Enclosure: Dr. Young’s Evaluation  
 
cc (via email): 
 
Tylan Dean, Assistant Supervisor, Ecological Services, Virginia Field Office, USFWS 
Lou Hinds, Superintendent, Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge, USFWS 
Trish Kicklighter, Superintendent, Assateague Island National Seashore, NPS 
Laura McKay, Director, Virginia Coastal Zone Management Program, DEQ 
Karen McGlathery, Director, Virginia Coast Reserve Long-Term Ecological Research, UVA 
Tom Smith, Director, Division of Natural Heritage, DCR 
Tony Watkinson, Deputy Chief, Habitat Management Division, VMRC 
David Whitehurst, Director, Wildlife Diversity Division, DGIF 
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An evaluation of the proposed Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure 
Protection Program at Wallops Island Flight Facility, Wallops Island, Virginia 

Addendum to the April 20, 2009 Report 

Robert S. Young. PhD, PG 
Submitted to the Virginia Nature Conservancy 
April 13, 2010 
 
 
Introduction: 

In April of 2009, the author prepared a report evaluating the March 2009 

Description of the Proposed Action and Alternatives (DOPAA) for the proposed 

Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure Protection Program (SRIPP) at NASA 

Wallops Flight Facility (WFF).  In February 2010, NASA released the Draft 

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the SRIPP.  The author was 

retained by The Nature Conservancy (TNC) to evaluate a fairly narrow aspect of the 

recently released draft PEIS, the science and engineering behind the assessment of 

the proposed Alternative Two.  This alternative would combine beach 

renourishment and seawall extension with the construction of a 130m-long groin at 

the southern end of the project.  This report also evaluates the long-term strategy of 

protecting the WFF infrastructure in situ given the reality of rising sea level and 

storm impacts over the estimates 50 yr life of the SRIPP. 

 

Summary of Opinion: 

1) The modeling used to examine the benefits and impacts of a proposed groin 

is critically flawed.  All references in the PEIS to any increased durability of 

the renourishment project, cost savings, or potential downdrift impacts 

resulting from the construction of the proposed groin are therefore flawed 

and should not be used for consideration of Alternative Two. 

2) USACE (2010) seriously underestimates the closure depth along this 

shoreline leading to a significant underestimation of the amount of 

nourishment sand required, the storm benefits of the project, and project 

durability. 



3) The impacts of rising sea level along Wallops Island over the next 50 years 

are also greatly underestimated. 

 

Point #1: 

The primary tool used to examine the efficacy and impacts of the groin 

proposed in Alternative Two is the GENESIS model. The Generalized Model for 

Simulating Shoreline Change (GENESIS) (HANSON and KRAUS, 1989) is used by 

coastal engineers to predict shoreline change resulting from spatial and temporal 

gradients in longshore sediment transport associated with coastal engineering 

projects.  Shoreline change produced by cross-shore sediment transport such as that 

associated with storm events is not considered and cannot be simulated by 

GENESIS.  Cross-shore transport is assumed by the model developers to average out 

over the long term (sand moved offshore during a storm always returns during fair 

weather).   

The GENESIS model requires detailed calibration and verification and has a 

number of underlying assumptions that are often unmet in practical application 

(Young et al, 1995).  In the case of the GENESIS model run reported by USACE 

(2010), the model run fails in two primary ways:  the verification run can not be 

judged as successful, and the use of GENESIS ignores the strong underlying 

geological control that is an important driver of shoreline change in the vicinity of 

Wallops Island. 

 Calibration and verification of GENESIS is seemingly straightforward.  One 

attempts to use the model to reproduce measured shoreline change for a given 

period in the past (in this case from 1996-2005).  During this “calibration” run, 

model parameters can be tweaked to provide the best fit to the final shoreline.  One 

then attempts to verify the calibrated model by reproducing shoreline change for 

another period of time for which adequate historical data is available.  In this case, 

USACE (2010) used the period of 2005-2007.  This is a very short period of time for 

a verification run; yet, they still found that “the 2007 measured shoreline does not 

agree well with the 2007 GENESIS verification shoreline…”.  It is clear that the 

model, as calibrated, was not successfully verified, although the modelers 



rationalize the failure by suggesting that the modeled shoreline fits within an 

envelope of shorelines generated by different wave climates.  Despite the problems 

with verifying GENESIS over a mere two-year period, USACE (2010) elect to use the 

calibrated model for their analysis of beachfill performance and for evaluating the 

impacts of the proposed groin.  One has to wonder how far off the predicted 

shoreline would be over a five or ten year period. 

 Given the poor model verification run, GENESIS should not have been used to 

produce detailed volume data for beach renourishment.  In particular, GENESIS, as 

calibrated, should not have been used to examine the suggested increased durability 

of beachfill with the addition of a groin.  In light of this, one must conclude that the 

USACE (2010) study and the PEIS do not, and cannot, scientifically demonstrate any 

clear benefit to the project from groin construction. 

 It is likely that one reason that GENESIS cannot be calibrated and verified 

successfully along this shoreline is due to the very strong underlying geological 

control exhibited by the nearshore, outcropping geological units.  GENESIS, as run 

here, assumes a uniform, sandy bottom with waves moving sand as the primary 

control on shoreline dynamics.  Oertel et al (2008) conclude that the barrier islands 

within the Chincoteague Bight (CB) are strongly impacted by large- and small-scale 

geological control.  When this is the case, utilizing a model like GENESIS that 

accounts only for waves moving sand will result in an incorrect representation of 

shoreline change and sedimentary processes (Young et al, 2005).  One needs only 

walk the beach along Assawoman Island to see that the berm is covered with shell 

material that is not modern, having been cast up onto the beach from nearshore, 

older geologic units.  The modern sediment cover is thin.  This is a classic example of 

the type of coastal setting where GENESIS should not, and cannot be used.  It is no 

surprise then, that verification of the model was not successful.  It should be noticed 

that this conclusion is supported by an independent technical review provided by 

Dean et al (2009) where they request specific criteria that were used to determine 

that the GENESIS verification run was “acceptable”. 

 In summary, the data presented in the PEIS purporting to show a small 

benefit to the durability of the beachfill following placement of a groin at the south 



end of Wallops Island cannot be used to evaluate Alternative Two.  Thus, the PEIS 

does not provide any justification for the inclusion of a groin at any stage of the 

SRIPP.  This conclusion is also supported by Dean et al (2009) where they “ strongly 

recommend that the issue of initial construction of a south terminal structure be 

abandoned.  While they leave the door open for the later inclusion of some kind of 

structure based on some proposed adaptive monitoring program, this program is 

not elucidated in the PEIS, and thus, cannot be evaluated. 

 

Point #2: 

  Closure depth is assumed to be the depth beyond which no sediment is 

transported offshore during storms.  USACE (2010) uses a surprisingly shallow 

depth of closure (4 m).  They need to do a better job of justifying such a shallow 

depth of closure, particularly in light of the 8 m depth reported by Morang et al 

(2006).  Selecting a shallow closure depth gives an optimistic view of beach width 

following placement of renourishment sand and suggests that large storm will not 

remove beachfill from the immediate nearshore.  In fact, the PEIS shows pictures of 

oscillatory ripples at depths of 14 m and 17 m on “unnamed” shoal.  Clearly, sand 

along this shoreline is moving at depths greater than 4 m.   

It should be noted that numerous geological studies have documented 

transport of beach renourishment sand well offshore of any proposed closure depth 

(Thieler et al, 1995, for example).  The PEIS assumes that all sand lost to Wallops 

Island will be lost alongshore.  This is not a safe assumption.  Any monitoring 

program needs to account for the precise fate of the sand as the renourished beach 

shrinks.  If sand is lost offshore during storms, the addition of any structure 

designed to trap sand moving alongshore will not help increase project durability.  

In addition, any post-project monitoring needs to include shoreface profiles that 

extend well beyond 4 m in depth.  The choice of a 4 m closure depth improves the 

project beach width and storm protection numbers, but it is not a scientifically 

realistic number.  In order to give the public a more reasonable perspective on the 

benefits/costs of the project, the PEIS should use a more reasonable design closure 

depth. 



 

Point #3: 

 The PEIS does an inadequate job of addressing sea level rise (SLR).  

Protecting the infrastructure at the WFF will involve more than adding a little bit to 

each renourishment interval to raise the elevation of the beach in order to keep up 

with rising sea level.  Sea level rise does not just impact the oceanfront.  It will 

change the shoreline on all sides of the island.  It will increase the frequency and 

magnitude of flooding from the backside of the island as well as the front.  SLR will 

threaten infrastructure and access regardless of the size of the beach.  It will narrow 

the island.  True protection of all WFF infrastructure during the 50-yr lifecycle of 

this proposed project will require massive re-engineering of the entire island 

(elevating facilities, major dikes and walls, elevating roads).  

 The PEIS should do much better job of examining the long-term threat of 

rising sea level to WFF.  It should be made very clear that this project will be just 

one facet of the engineering that will be required to keep the WFF facilities in place 

over the next 50 years.  No one should think that even if the project performs as 

designed, there would be no other expenditures needed to maintain the 

infrastructure.  In fact, one must entertain the very real possibility that the WFF will 

not be maintainable as is, in situ, over the next 50 years.  In addition to the 

monitoring proposed, it is highly recommended that an additional study be 

implemented, in conjunction with the initial renourishment, examining the 

feasibility of moving some infrastructure off the island over the next 50 years.  This 

gradual relocation could begin with facilities that do not require close proximity to 

the coast, and develop contingencies for moving damaged structures following large 

storms.  Although the timing and magnitude of future SLR is still uncertain, it is 

virtually guaranteed that these moves will be required at some point.  Initiating this 

planning makes scientific and fiscal sense. 

 

Conclusions: 

 Alternative Two, beach nourishment along with the construction of a groin is 

unsupported in the Draft PEIS from a scientific standpoint or from a benefit cost 



standpoint.  The inclusion of a structure should be dropped from any future 

planning without significant additional study.  The PEIS should include a more 

realistic depth of closure and a significantly more robust examination of the ability 

of the proposed project to protect against future sea level rise. 
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Independent Technical Review Team Comments 



Please note that Independent Technical Review Team Memoranda 1 and 2, dated August 31, 
2009 and December 21, 2009, respectively, are not included in this Appendix as they were based 
upon reviews of preliminary working drafts of the SRIPP DPEIS.  The focus of Technical 
Memorandum 3, included in this Appendix, is the DPEIS that was available for public review 
and comment. 
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Introduction 

 

This review represents the third Technical Memorandum (TM) developed by an Independent 

Technical Review (ITR) Panel tasked to review and evaluate the Shoreline Restoration and 

Infrastructure Protection Program (SRIPP) Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 

(EIS).   The specific tasks for this TM include: 

 

 outline the findings from a  review of the Draft Programmatic EIS; 

 identify strengths and weaknesses of the document, with comments focusing primarily 

on the status/resolution of previously identified issues from past reviews; and 

 provide recommendations to any deficiencies identified.   

 

Below, we provide our review in sections: 

 

 Resolution of Previously Identified Issues 

 Level I Technical Comments and Recommendations: Highest Priority 

 Level II Technical Comments and Recommendations: High Priority 

 

We ranked our technical comments and recommendations into two priority categories based on 

the ITR team’s professional judgment as to their importance in addressing deficiencies or 

improving the overall quality of the SRIPP and the PEIS.  Level I technical comments and 

recommendations are of greatest concern and should be addressed with the highest priority 

during the editing period.  Level II technical comments and recommendations are also of concern 

and we strongly recommend addressing these comments as well. 

 

Although not included in the comments below, the ITR Panel remains concerned about the 

southern groin option in Alternative Two and the southern breakwater option in Alternative 

Three.  While the ITR recognizes that the initial plans (Alternative One) will not include 

construction of the southern groin or breakwater, we strongly recommended in TM #1 (Section 

2.4.1) and the ITR Panel continues to recommend that Alternative Two, which calls for a south 

terminal structure as an adaptive design option, be removed from the PEIS.  Similar 

consideration should be given to abandoning Alternative Three (with a single south nearshore 

breakwater) given that the impacts can be expected to be similar to those of the south groin. 

 

As discussed in more detail later, we strongly recommend an “adaptive design” approach to 

addressing the uncertainties attending the complex sediment transport system in the vicinity of 

Wallops Island. This would both recognize the real uncertainties and pave the way for valuable 

flexibility in future actions where needed. Additionally, the Corps of Engineers has 

recommended adaptive design approaches where warranted. 
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Assuming that NASA will integrate an adaptive design approach, the ITR Team advocates the 

following reprioritizing of Alternatives: 

 

Alternative One: Seawall and beach nourishment (current Alternative One) 

Alternative Two: Seawall, beach nourishment, and north groin 

Alternative Three:  Seawall, beach nourishment, and a north breakwater 

 

Current Alternative Two:  Seawall, beach nourishment, and south groin - ELIMINATE 

Current Alternative Three:  Seawall, beach nourishment, and south breakwater - ELIMINATE 

 

 

Finally, the ITR encourages statements in the EIS as to the options available after this project has 

fulfilled its life.  For example, if the site is abandoned, will the structures be removed?  Might the 

Project be extended beyond the 50-years currently planned?  Answers to these questions will 

provide valuable information to the public as they contemplate the next generation charged with 

managing infrastructure protection projects and natural environments. 

 

 

 

Resolution of Previously Identified Issues 

 

Many of the issues identified previously by the ITR and described in Technical Memoranda #1 

and #2 have been completely or partially addressed thereby strengthening the current version of 

the document.  We note that improvements include: 

 

 Increased emphasis on possibility of recycling sand from the north. 

 More complete analysis and discussion of a relocation alternative. 

 More complete geologic and geomorphic background provided along with more 

appropriate citations of original work.  

 Enhanced discussion of sea-level rise within Chapter 3. 

 More transparent presentation of uncertainty in the position of the nodal point via 

identification of 95% confidence limits in net transport rates and notation of a “nodal 

zone.” 
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Level I Technical Comments and Recommendations 

 

Level I Comment #1: Adaptive Design 

 

It would seem appropriate to introduce the concept of “Adaptive Design” more explicitly in 

regard to the determination of whether or not a structure is needed, and if so, the location of the 

structure. The Adaptive Design concept acknowledges that uncertainty exists in the magnitudes 

and directions of net transport and, in particular, in the location of the nodal point. Under 

Adaptive Design, design alterations or a decision to implement an alternative design in the future 

would be based on the understanding gained from the monitoring results. At this stage, defining 

the groin location to within a 5 m longshore location conveys an unwarranted understanding of 

the sediment transport system.  We suggest adding text to section 2.5 along the lines of that 

which appears at the beginning of Chapter 5.  The text currently at the beginning of Chapter 5 

discusses an adaptive management strategy whereby mitigation measures are optimized.  Our 

suggestion is to apply the same principles to project design in Chapter 2, by explicitly discussing 

the intention to adapt any future project design modifications/additions based on results of 

monitoring efforts.  A logical order in which to frame this discussion could include: (1) Adaptive 

Management and Design; (2) Uncertainty; (3) Alternatives; and (4) the need for a supplemental 

EA or EIS after a monitoring period. 

 

Level I Comment #2: Most Effective Location of a Structural Alternative 

 

With the present design, there is confusion associated with the groin and offshore breakwater 

alternatives. Page ES-2 states: 

 

“Construction of the groin would result in more sand being retained along 

the Wallops Island beach, so less fill would be required for both the initial 

nourishment and renourishment volumes compared to Alternative One.” 

 

Figure 42 (reproduced below as Figure 1) which applies for the case of no structures (Alternative 

One), shows that the groin would be installed at about the location
1
 of the nodal zone. According 

to this figure, during a five-year period, the north end of the project would lose more sand (by a 

factor of approximately 1.8) than the south end.  The ITR Team questions the amount of total 

sand loss (north loss + south loss) used in determining anticipated 5-year fill volumes.  We note 

a potentially greater total loss of approximately 1.5 times over the first 5 years than reported in 

the PEIS on p. ES-2, p. 57, p. 61 (Table 6), and p. 223 (by our calculations, approximately 

1,165,000 cy compared to 806,000 cy).  It appears that the last two present alternatives are, to 

some degree, an artifact of the original design when the net transport was believed to be strongly 

                                                           
1
 The groin would be installed 445 m north of the boundary between Wallops Island and Assawoman Island. 
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south at the south end of Wallops Island. Though the ITR continues to endorse the preferred 

alternative (no structure), substantial advantages may exist in changing Alternatives Two and 

Three to include a structure at the north end of the project, rather than at the south end, as 

discussed below. 
 

 
Figure 1. Net Longshore Transport Estimates for Alternative One (No Structures). 

 

A structure at the south end has the potential of either causing erosion or being perceived as 

causing erosion on Assawoman Island whereas a structure at the north end of the project would 

retain any impact on Wallops Island. The lack of a structure at the south end would benefit 

Assawoman Island. 

 

A structure at the north end of the project would maintain the area north of the north structure as 

an “environmental preserve” which would not be disturbed by back passing and would guarantee 

that backpassed material from south of the north structure would be the same quality as placed in 

the initial nourishment. The material collected by the structure could be backpassed on a more-

or-less continuous basis “in the dry” by earth moving equipment operating on the beach. This 

would have several advantages including at least doubling or tripling the renourishment intervals 

from offshore sources and the ability to address localized “erosional hot spots” without the need 

for dredge mobilization, thereby reducing project costs and environmental impacts due to large 

emplacements and removals from the offshore shoal(s). Also, prevention of the transport of the 

material placed to the extreme north end of Wallops Island would have advantage of not 
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increasing shoaling pressure on Chincoteague Inlet. This Alternative would provide a 

“conservation of sand approach” without impacting the existing ecology farther north on 

Wallops Island.   

 

In summary, the benefits of a northern groin - in lieu of the southern groin for Alternative Two - 

include: 

 

 Reducing the perceived or real adverse impact on downdrift islands; 

 Recapturing sand of same quality as initial nourishment; 

 Reducing shoaling pressure on Chincoteague Inlet; 

 Retaining all potential adverse impacts within Wallops Island; 

 Extending renourishment intervals from offshore sources by factor of 2-3; 

 Lowering costs; 

 Providing a capability to address erosional hot spots as they occur; 

 Recycling sediment on a more continuous basis thereby reducing adverse impacts due 

to large volume placements; and 

 Creating an “environmental preserve” north of the groin. 

 

Also, on Figures 42 and 43, why not include a corresponding plot of shoreline change rate?  

These rates can be calculated from these figures by a specialist, but not the layperson. 

 

Level I Comment #3: Dredging Plan 

 

It seems that the plan is, for each nourishment or renourishment, to dredge uniformly the 

designated areas in Shoal A and/or Shoal B. To minimize disturbance, wouldn’t it be better to 

dredge a smaller area deeper each time, thereby disturbing less biota since the majority of the 

biota live in the upper 15 cm or so?  We recommend examining several candidate dredging 

scenarios, determining which is most advantageous to the biological system and detailing to a 

greater degree, this preferred dredging scenario.  

 

Additionally, in discussing the disruption to the sea bottom due to dredging, if trawling for 

shrimp and/or clams occurs on these sand ridges, it would be appropriate to discuss this trawling 

to put the disruption due to dredging in perspective.   

 

Level I Comment #4: Mean Grain Sizes 

 

It is still not possible, from the information provided, to ascertain how the mean grain sizes 

reported from Unnamed Shoals A and B were derived.  This issue is of importance in 

substantiating claims of sand compatibility and renourishment volumes.  Why not clarify sample 
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analysis and calculations of mean grain sizes?  For example, p. 43 states, “The mean grain size in 

the top layer of Unnamed Shoal A is calculated to be 0.42 mm while the top layer of Unnamed 

Shoal B has a mean grain size of 0.34 mm.”  How were these means calculated and what is the 

standard deviation?  Providing some measure of spread in mean grain size would be useful.  

Appendix A provides insufficient information to assess these questions and no other source of 

documentation is provided.  Are the means calculated from the composite values provided for 

each core?
2
  Are they an average of all grain size measurements taken in each core?  Are they 

volumetric averages?  Further, Appendix A appears incomplete without inclusion of information 

summarizing grain size calculations and sampling procedures associated with the table provided.  

For example, each upper, mid and lower core position is associated with a single analysis of 

grain size.  Grain size can (and does) vary significantly with depth such that selection of a single 

sample from a section of core that is several feet long may not be representative of the average 

grain size across that section.  How were the samples within each depth range selected and what 

criteria were used to determine the depth ranges analyzed?  In summary, transparent reporting of 

procedures is advisable and would improve the reader’s confidence in the summary values 

reported.  We also suggest including standard deviations for individual grain size analyses as 

well as for the mean grain sizes used in modeling and analysis of renourishment volumes.  The 

effect of data spread on model results should also be addressed (see also TM #1, section 2.3 and 

TM #2, section 2.3).   

 

Level I Comment #5: Use of Historical Aerial Photographs 

 

Use of historical aerial photos as evidence for temporal shifts in longshore transport directions is 

misleading.  For example, p., 99 states, “Northerly sediment transport is evidenced by the 

accumulation of sediment on the southern side of the previously existing groins (Photo 8, taken 

in 1994), and evidence of southerly sediment transport in the past is shown in Photo 9 (taken in 

1969).  As discussed in the ITR TM #1 and TM #2, aerial photos often capture seasonal trends in 

longshore sediment transport that are not indicative of long-term net transport direction.  In TM 

#1 we suggested that an analysis of historical aerial photographs be carried out.  In TM #2 we 

recommended that the document at least acknowledge the appearance of southerly trends in 

photographs beyond the one shown in Photo 7 of the previous draft of chapter 3.  Currently, a 

single historical photo showing transport to the south has been added to the document.  The 

implication is now that transport was always to the south historically (e.g., Photo 9) and is now 

always to the north (e.g., Photo 8).  This implication is misleading and has the potential to be 

interpreted as an attempt to selectively present data that supports a desired conclusion.   

 

                                                           
2
 Composite values would be most appropriate as the dredge and placement operation will thoroughly mix the 

sediments removed. 
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We strongly suggest either: 

 

1. removing the aerial photographs and associated text from the document completely, 

2. adding a statement following presentation of the two photographs that clearly 

acknowledges the possibility for aerial photographs to capture seasonal reversals 

thereby making it difficult to conclusively determine net long-term transport 

directions from aerial photographs, or  

3. carrying out and presenting an historical photo analysis and adding a statement to the 

effect of that discussed in 2 above.   

 

Level I Comment #6: Monitoring and Mitigation 

 

Given the importance of mitigation and monitoring in determining project success we suggest a 

few revisions to this section.  Appropriately, the potential for long-term adverse effects on 

geology (e.g., narrowing and/or lowering of the barrier island landform) due to prevention of 

overwash has been added to the discussion of impacts earlier in the document.  Given the broad 

scale of such an impact, it seems prudent to address this matter – at least briefly – in section 

5.1.1.1.  Chapter 5 provides discussion of a shoreline change monitoring program as suggested 

by earlier ITR TMs, however, we suggest expanding this section to provide additional detail and 

to address some potential deficiencies in the monitoring plan.  Although model results have 

indicated that there will be little effect of the reduction in shoal volume on Assateague Island, is 

it worth considering inclusion of Assateague Island in the monitoring program, at least initially, 

to verify that this determination is likely correct?  Additionally, clearer and more complete 

articulation of the beach monitoring program is necessary to demonstrate that such a program 

will meet the project needs - especially in light of the adaptive design approach.   For example, 

more detail on data collection and analysis should be provided, along with a few references to 

existing studies that follow similar established procedures.  Examples of areas to be addressed 

include:  

 

 Will topographic profiles be generated from LiDAR data only or will ground surveys 

be included?  If the latter, how will the two different types of surveys be tied 

together?   

 How will bathymetric profiles be collected? 

 How will the gap between topographic and bathymetric surveys be closed?  

(Actually, some land based survey methods, i.e., rod and level, will be required to 

establish the profiles in water depths too shallow for fathometer soundings while 

maintaining adequate “overlap” with the fathometer data for quality control.) 
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In conjunction with the semi-annual surveys, we recommend collecting sand samples for 

analysis and comparison through time to aid in tracking beach fill movement.  In addition to the 

semi-annual surveys we suggest that the monitoring plan include a discussion of the desirability 

of including post-storm surveys following significant events whenever possible.  Though we 

acknowledge that it involves additional expense, we also suggest adding a directional wave 

gauge and a tide gauge to the monitoring program.
3
  Both gauges would provide information that 

would benefit future modeling efforts greatly.  Simple inclusion of statements indicating that 

monitoring will be carried out by an independent contractor with experience in monitoring, 

measuring and analyzing patterns of shoreline change would also strengthen this section. 

 

Level I Comment #7:  Sea-level Rise 

 

The EIS states that sea-level rise (SLR) is “a necessary component of the project design” (p. 

194) and Chapter 3 (Physical Environment, p. 78-79) highlights SLR as a process that makes 

Wallops Island particularly vulnerable to infrastructure damage; i.e., “The shoreline at Wallops 

Island would experience the effects of future sea-level rise, as coasts and barrier islands are 

particularly vulnerable to the sea-level rise and intensified storm and wave events attributed to 

climate change (Nicholls et al., 2007).”  Moreover, the SRIPP encompasses a 50 year planning 

horizon – a time span long enough for SLR to impact the SRIPP.  However, the first two 

chapters make little mention of SLR (first mention of SLR on p. 52) to the exclusion of 

references to storm damage mitigation and reducing “storm-induced” physical damage 

(numerous statements in Chapters 1 and 2).  For example: 

 

o Abstract – no mention of SLR 

o Executive Summary – “storm” used 9 times; “sea level” used 0 times 

o Chapter 1 - “storm” used 7 times; “sea level” used 0 times 

o Chapter 2 - “storm” used 58 times; “sea level” used 1 time (p. 52) 

 

Given the need for developing justification for the SRIPP, setting the context for the SRIPP, and 

using SLR scenarios in design selection and engineering models we recommend:  

 

 including SLR discussion earlier in Chapters 1-2 to provide balance between 

processes that produce changes over various time scales. Possibilities include: 

Abstract – could mention possibility of climate change and SLR 

page 1: “This Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) has been 

prepared to evaluate the potential environmental impacts from the proposed Wallops 

                                                           
3
 In discussions with Corps Field Research Facility personnel, subsequent to the March meeting, we were advised 

that the initial cost of a directional wave gage was $ 120,000 rather than the $ 375,000 reported at the meeting. The 

annual maintenance costs were stated to be $ 20,000. 
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Flight Facility (WFF) Shoreline Restoration and Infrastructure Protection Program 

(SRIPP). The SRIPP encompasses a 50-year planning horizon and is intended to 

reduce damage to Federal and State infrastructure on Wallops Island” caused by the 

combination of sea-level rise (SLR) and coastal storms. 

page 2: “Two of these tenants, the U.S. Navy and MARS, have facilities on Wallops 

Island that are at risk from SLR and storm damages and would be protected by the 

Proposed Action.” 

 

 improving discussions to include and emphasize the links between SLR and 

storm activity; Sea-level rise is an important changing background condition that 

will make protection of NASA facilities increasingly difficult into the future by 

increasing the effect of storms, i.e., given the same storm today and in 20 years, the 

effect will be greater in 20 years due to higher water levels.   For example, in Chapter 

4: Environmental Consequences,  no mention is made of the possibility of more 

frequent wave overtopping as sea level rises; the three brief paragraphs seem to short 

shrift the possible impacts (p. 194).   

 

 clarifying the role of sea level on the sediment transport regime; for example, “As 

sea level rises, it is anticipated that the beach on Wallops Island would be exposed to 

increasing rates of sediment transport, and therefore would erode at increasing rates 

over time…” (p. 200).  In addition, state the basis for this claim. 

 

 Though Figure 15 appropriately shows a blue “sea-level rise fill layer” as included in 

the design, the approach and significance of this layer is not addressed in the main 

text, rather one must search for it in the appendix.  We suggest adding a brief 

explanation within the description and comparison of alternatives in Chapter 2.   

 

 It would also be useful to report the historical rates of sea-level rise for the study area, 

for example, from the Hampton Roads tide gauge.   

 

Level I Comment #8: Downdrift Impacts 

 

The downdrift impacts of Alternatives Two and Three are oversimplified and questionable: 

 

 p. 204 (and elsewhere), is the only effect of the groin alternative a 300 m “shadow” 

area? 

 p. 205 (and elsewhere), is the impact of the breakwater (i.e., erosion and LST) no 

more than 2.5 km?  
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 What is the principle whereby the breakwater causes an impact over a shoreline 

segment that is eight times longer than the groin? 

 

 

Level II Technical Comments and Recommendations 

 

Level II Comment #1: Improve Consistency and Accuracy of Impact Summary 

 

The table summarizing impacts (Table ES-1: Summary of Impacts from Proposed Action 

Alternatives) should be edited to more accurately reflect main sections of the text that highlight 

the most important and most significant impacts.  In some cases, the table appears inconsistent 

with, or to exaggerate impacts as described in the text.  For example:  

 

 “Over the lifetime of the SRIPP, the seawall extension and beach fill would have 

long-term direct beneficial impacts on geology and the Wallops Island shoreline by 

mitigating the current rate of shoreline retreat.”  This statement deals only with the 

impacts to the shoreline without treating the impacts to geology.  As stated on p. 195, 

there will likely be long-term adverse impacts on geology because overwash will be 

prevented thereby causing island narrowing.  This impact should be addressed in the 

summary table as well.   

 

 “The addition of sediment to the longshore transport system would result in accretion 

at the southern end of Wallops Island and northern end of Assawoman Island” This 

appears to be a potentially misleading overstatement of text on p. 199 that reads, “In 

summary, under Alternative One, the rate of erosion on the southern end of Wallops 

Island and the northern end of Assawoman Island would be reduced due to additional 

sand available for transport…”    

 

Level II Comment #2: Provide a More Balanced Presentation of Impacts 

 

In general, this version of the PEIS is improved in terms of recognizing the positive aspects of 

the Project; however, we believe that the positive aspects merit greater emphasis to achieve a 

better balance. 

 

Level II Comment #3: Justify 50-year Storm Event 

 

Table 1 on p. 32 and the associated text on p. 31 of the PEIS provide a discussion of the initial 

screening of project alternatives.  This table appears useful but is somewhat misleading in that it 

pairs each alternative with a specific level of storm damage reduction. If this table is to be used it 
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should be clearly indicated in the text and in the table that the level of storm damage reduction 

provided for each alternative is an estimate and therefore representative only of an anticipated 

level of storm damage reduction.  For example, changing the text and second to last column 

heading to “Anticipated Level of Storm Damage Reduction” would provide clarification. 

Additionally, exclusively listing impacts on adjacent barrier islands as “positive” or “negative” 

oversimplifies to the point of confusion. Based on the description, this last criterion seems to be 

an initial assessment of whether or not the project adds sand to the longshore sediment transport 

system.  We recommend providing a text heading (p. 31) and a column heading (p. 32) that is 

more reflective of this screening criterion (perhaps “Anticipated Change in Sand Availability for 

Longshore Transport”).   

 

Level II Comment #4: Further Clarify Uncertainty in Nodal Zone Position 

 

Further clarify uncertainty in nodal zone position:  The presentation and discussion of nodal zone 

are improved and better reflect uncertainty in position of the nodal point.  However, for 

consistency and to maintain a consistent level of transparency, we suggest annotating Figure 26 

in the same manner as Figure 25, showing the position of the nodal zone and reporting the 95% 

confidence limits on sediment budget numbers as +/- values rather than reporting only the 

average.  Also recommend noting location of the nodal zone on all other similar figures, e.g., 

Figures 42-44. 

 

Level II Comment #5: Improve Readability 

 

To increase readability of the document by reducing repetition, is it possible to make some 

general statements that will avoid repetition?  For example, could it be said: “In the following 

paragraphs, unless stated otherwise, all diesel engines will be required to use low sulfur fuel”? 

 

Also, fixing grammar problems will improve both readability and credibility, e.g.,: 

 farther vs. further , p. 75, 93, 99 to name a few (do a global search of entire document) 

 data = plural,  p. 78, 82, 94 “This data…,” should read “These data….”  “The data is…” 

should read, “The data are….” (do a global search throughout the document) 

 hyphenate sea-level rise throughout the document, but not “the sea level rises” – only 

when sea level is used as an adjective, e.g., p. 98 

 

Level II Comment # 6: Clarify Predicted Sediment Transport Patterns 

 

Erosion is expected following the beach fill and GENESIS models have estimated the amounts in 

“Impact on the Shoreline from Seawall Extension,” but where will all of this sand go and what 

will be the impact of the redistribution of this material?  The EIS would benefit from more 
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specific statements than “…once the beach fill is completed, the short-term adverse impacts 

during Year 1 would be mitigated in the long-term and beneficial impacts on Wallops Island, 

Assawoman Island, and potentially other islands to the south would occur ….”  

 

Level II Comment #7: Address Potential Narrowing of Tom’s Cove Isthmus 

 

p. 200, Could changes in wave refraction patterns associated with mining offshore shoals 

contribute to “Narrowing of Tom’s Cove Isthmus?” 

 

Level II Comment #8: Address Impacts on Chincoteague Inlet 

 

p. 203, clarification on the impact of beach fill and mining the north end of Wallops on 

Chincoteague Inlet is needed.  While the EIS mentions eastward migration of Chincoteague Inlet 

as a function of the accretion at the north end of Wallops, no mention is made in the impacts 

section on the potential westward migration of the inlet in response to mining the northern end.  

Major changes to tidal channel bathymetry could be expected. 

 

Level II Comment #9: Discuss Impacts of Historical Large Storms 

 

The discussion of storms skips or omits the Ash Wednesday storm of 1962 and the Halloween 

Storm of 1989… probably the two key events of the past 60 years in terms of changes to Wallops 

Island.  The EIS may benefit from discussion of specific large storm impacts. 

 

Level II Comment #10: Review Accuracy of Invertebrate Impacts 

 

Some of the information on the impacts on the major invertebrates is questionable. For 

example, the statement regarding their ability to survive while dredging is underway needs 

confirmation. Invertebrates cannot dig into or out of dry beach deposits.  They require a 

saturated substrate in order to create a “quick” condition in the upper layers of the beachface.  

This behavior is discussed extensively in the coastal science literature that we previously 

submitted (e.g., Peterson et al., 2000). 
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SRIPP ITR Minor Comments and Recommendations (Note: This is only a partial list) 
 

• Edit to remove non-gender neutral language that may be off-putting to some readers (why 
take the chance of offending readers in this way, when it’s so easy to avoid it?). e.g., 
Man’s environment = human environment, man’s activities = anthropogenic activities, 
etc. 

 
• p. 33, second sentence of second paragraph- clarify. Doesn’t make sense as written. 

 
• Αbove Table 35. The ratio above this table should be dimensionless and should be: 

0.047/7,150 = 6.6x10-6. 
 

• p. 52, Year 2 nourishment placement activities to “its equilibrium profile.” How known? 
 

• p. 52, 54, explanation of “minimum target fill” unclear and not carried out in the 
discussion 

 
• p. 57, first mention of “monitoring,” but unspecified (“on a regular basis”) 

 
• p. 57, the term “beach” used incorrectly twice 

 
• p. 73, define acronym “BMP” at first use in each chapter. 

 
• p. 76, “Nor’easters are difficult to predict because their wind speed is not always related 

to their wave heights.”???? 
 

• p. 76 Zhang’s paper cited as the only one that demonstrates storminess is not linked to 
global warming… but hurricanes are! (p. 77) 

 
• p. 76, last paragraph, “…which is most damaging along long areas of coastal zones. 

Nor’easters are difficult to predict because their wind speed is not always related to their 
wave heights.” These two sentences should be clarified and corrected. 

 
• p. 77, second paragraph, “According to a 30-year study by Komar and Allan (2008), the 

waves off the east coast of the United States are gradually increasing in height, especially 
those generated by hurricanes.” During the study, a net increase in the occurrence of 
waves…” The study by Komar and Allan was not 30-years long, rather the study 
investigated a 30-year wave record. The two sentences should be edited accordingly to 
correctly convey this information. 

 
• p. 78, first sentence: “…how local historical changes and unique circumstances, like rate 

of subsidence, shoreline retreat, wave and tidal patterns, and presence of manmade 
structures, affect the sea-level rise within a particular area.” Of the items listed, only 
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subsidence affects relative sea-level rise rate. The other items in the list should be 
removed. 

• p. 81 states: “Bathymetry is the measurement of depth”. Isn’t bathymetry the product of 
the measurement of depth? 

 
• Why is section 3.1.3 Previous Erosion Prevention and Shoreline Restoration Efforts in 
• Chapter 3: Physical Environment section? 

 
• p. 81 ff. Section on “bathymetry” only addresses Assateague and Fishing Point, but not 

Wallops. 
 

• p. 93, Fishing Point is a “cape?” 
 

• p. 95, section 3.1.5.4 Offshore Sand Shoals is not as detailed as the “Bathymetry” section 
on p. 81. 

 
• Redundancies: waves, shoals, geographic setting 

 
• p. 96 reads: “…and 11 seconds apart with an 11 second period.” Should read “…with an 

11 second period.” 
 

• p. 98, How are LST direction known? 
 

• p. 131, How is the inventory of invertebrates known? 
 

• p. 156 states: “Continental shelf edge sightings were generally associated with the 1,000-
m depth contour…”The continental shelf edge is usually taken as 200 m. 

 
• p. 167, Figure 33 – PHOTO MISSING 

 
• Typo on Page 174. Should be “218 people per km2”. 

 
• p. 193, Cannot erode an inlet (Assawoman) 

 
• NRC (1987) Report referenced for high/low eustatic SLR? Need newer reference. 

 
• p. 195, accuracy of statement on p. 195 – 1st sentence under “Impacts on the Shoreline 

from Seawall Extension?” 
 

• p. 205, strange terms: “benefit to sediments?” “opposite of the breakwater?” 
 

• p. 195 states: “Construction activities would cause erosion in the short-term.”. Please 
explain the mechanism whereby construction activities cause erosion. 
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• In Tables 31 through Table 47, why are some of the columns in tons per year and some in 

metric tons per year? 
 

• Typo on p. 205, Fourth Line: Should read “Three” rather than “Two”. 
 

• pp. 207 and 208. In discussing the effects of the structures, it is stated, for example, that: 
“…construction of a groin would reduce erosion rates locally.” However, there is the 
potential that a groin (or breakwater) would either cause or be perceived to cause erosion 
to occur. Groins can be tricky in their effects and depend on wave characteristics, beach 
conditions between renourishments, etc. 

 
• p. 209, in discussing infilling of borrow pits. Our understanding is that the infilling of 

borrow pits is poorly understood and that at least in some cases, borrow areas infill with 
considerably finer sediments than the native and that this process can take a substantial 
time. 

 
• p. 209 and elsewhere: “slowing wave energy”. Not standard terminology. “Reduce wave 

energy”? 
 

• p. 222. In discussing air pollutants emitted it states that “Allowance was made for 10% 
downtime….” Is the downtime relevant to total emissions released? 

 
• p. 274 states: “Temporary increases in the volume of marine traffic would occur for 

approximately seven months during initial beach nourishment and approximately six 
months during each nourishment cycle.” Page 295 states: “In addition, the SRIPP 
dredging operations would last approximately 7 months during the initial construction 
phase and approximately 2 months during each renourishment cycle.” Why the disparity? 

 
• Some of the conversions from km to miles are incorrect. For example, p. 274 converts 5 

km to 8 mi. Also conversion problems are present elsewhere in the report. 
 

• Table 33 and others. The releases are in terms of annual quantities. Are these averages 
and thus amortized over the 50 year period. Perhaps we missed this explanation. 

 
• p. 257, wording. “driving the suction through the pipe”. 

 
• p. 267. Should “induced” be “multiplier”? 
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